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ABSTRACT
The County Politicians' Manual is part of a set of 21

manuals (AA 001 009-001 029) used in APEX (Air Pollution Exercise), a
computerized oollege and professional level "real world" game
simulation of a community with urban and rural problems, industrial
activities, and air pollution difficulties. The first two sections,
which are the same in each of the student manuals (volumes 1 to 19),
contain general information about the APEX interaction simulation and
a glossary of reference terms. The remaining sections contain the
following: county politicians' role description; annotated county
politicians' worksheet; a sample county politicians' worksheet; an
annotated printout for cycle one; and a map of the 29 APEX analysis
areas. The manual is identical to the City Politicians' Manual,
except for the annotated printout for cycle one. The game simulation
procedure and required computer facilities are further described in
resumes for AA 001 009 and 001 010. (PR)
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Section 1-1

Introduction to - APEX

APEX is one of, if not the most complex gaming-simulations of an urban

area in use today. Although it was designed to supplement standard teach-

ing methods, APEX is far more than an educational tool. It is a communi-

cation channel of a new kind -- capable of providing both the language

and the forum for information transfer between persons and groups with

different educational and cultural backgrounds as well as different

prespectives on urban life.

APEX is composed of two essential components (1) a computerized

system made up of a series of well-integrated simulation models (2) linked

to a "gamed" environment encompassing a series of interactive roles. The

computerized system predicts the changes that occur in several sectors of

urban life in response to the decisions made by participants in the

It gamed" environment, decisions made by persons outside the "gamed" envir-

onment (other actors whose behavior is simulated in the computer), and

external pressures on the city (also simulated in the computer).

The county of APEX is rim year, by year by a set of elite decision

makers performing both themundane and extraordinary functions of their

office in the "gamed" environment. 'Each cycle or year is condensed in

time to a three to eight hour session during which the decision makers

formulate their yearly policy. The decisions that emerge out of the

IV competitive-cooperative" environment of the gaming-simulation are used

as priming inputs to the computer simulation. The:change in the status

of the urban area is calculated by the computer-add'returned to the

decision makers as the primary input to the next cycle of action. Includ-

ed in the change picture generated by the computer are selected social

indicators measuring the magnitudes of change in assorted key areas and

a newspaper serving as the focal point of local public opinion.

The key decision makers acting in the gamed environment include

politicians and planners from a central city and a county, an air pollution

control officer from the county, and land developers and industrialists

from the private sector. The politicians are responsible for the admini-

stration of their respective jurisdictions and for the formulation and

implementation of various programs to upgrade the social status of their

constituents. The planners serve as aides to the politicians and represent

the major long range coordinating force in the community. The air pollu-

tion control officer is charged with the task of cleaning and monitoring

the air mass above APEX county. The tand developers and iudustrialists

have the responsibility of running their particular business concerns

within the confines of the county. It is expected that each decision

maker will find it to his advantage to coordinate and/or compete with

other players in his efforts to promote his strategies. The APEX General

Interaction Diagram included here (see page ) indicates possible link-

ages among players and between players and the simulation.

In general, people have great difficulty understanding the dynamics

of a complex system through traditional means. Gaming-simulation offers

participants the opportunity to study, work with, and discuss the struc-
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Lure of such a system and to experiment with intervention strategies de-

signed to change that structure. When used as a teaching device, the

strength of a gaming-simulation such as APEX lies in the opportunity

afforded participants for involvemnt in the system. When compared with

the passive observation of the system offered by traditional methods,

this approach has had great success.

In theory, complex gaming-simulation of the APEX variety is more

than a training device or communications facilitator. If the models were

more sophisticated the data base more accurate and more complete, a com-

plex gaming-simulation would be a policy testing device for use by prac-

ticing urban politicians, planners, APCO's aud administrators. Conditional

predictions (predictions based on the particular policies and/or decisions

submitted to the model) of the ramifications of various decisions can be

generated through the use of a complex gaming-simulation -- predictions

that may forewarn the model user of unforeseen reactions to policy at

several levels of the urban hierarchy ranging from that of the highest

level.

The gamed environment is similar to that found in a typical midwest-

ern industrialized town. (In fact, the prototype city is Lansing, Michigan).

It has a population approaching 220,000 including several of minority

groups sharing racial or ethnic ties. There is a relatively dense central

city in the heart of the county, an adjacent suburb and two outlying

tawnships. Most of the industry is located in the central city (as are

the minority groups). Major firms include a large auto plant and the state

government offices. The suburb houses a major university. The townships

are largely agricultural, although urbanizing settlements are dotting

the landscapes. There is a major river running through the city serving

as the primary drainage system for the county. The climate of APEX is

temperate, with summer temperatures averaging about 70 degrees and winter

temperatures averaging near 25 degrees. Prevailing winds are westerly,

swinging to the southwest in summer and northwest in winter.

For the purposes of the gaming exercise, APEX county is divided into

29 analysis areas (see the attached map, Section 9). Population, employ-

ment and land use will be allocated to the areas and are categorized by

types established especially for APEX. These types are described in the

glossary included in this manual (Section 2) a glossary designed to aid

participants in learning the terminology of urban and environmental

management as well as that of the gaming exercise.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Address inquiries to Chief, Institute for Air Pollution Training

Environmental Protection Agency
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711

4
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Section 2-1

GLOSSARY AND REFERENCE TERMS

ABATEMENT

Abatement is the reduction of pollutant emissions from a source or

sources.

AIR POLLUTION

Air polluticn is the presence in the outdoor air of substances which,
when present in sufficient quantity or over a period if time, can
cause an undesirable effect upon man, property, or the environment.

AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS

Air pollution regulations are legal constraints on pollutant emissions,
production processes, or control systems. State regulations and County
regulations are enforceable by legal sanctions, while recommendations

are not.

AIR QUALITY

Air quality refers to the pollution concentration characteristics of
the atmospilere or am-dent air in a given area. It is usually stated

in terms of the levels of concentration of specific pollutants, in
parts of pollutant per million parts of air. (See CONCENTRATION.)

Air Quality Goals are expressions of desirable maximum pollutant
concentrations to be achieved through a pollution control program.

Air Quality Standards are huant...tatively-specified maximum levels of
pollutant concentrations or dosages, as more precise statements of

air quality goals.

ALERT STAGES

Alert Stages refer to critical levels of concentration or dosage
signalling vtential disastrous pollution effects and requiring emergoncy
abatement and control measures.

ANALYSIS AREA (A.A.)

Analysis areas are used as the primary areal reference units for the
data and issues throughout the game. The County is divided into a number
of analysis areas, each of whi.fil is the approximate size of several

census tracts. The analysis vreas included in the five jurisdictions

are as follows:
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Jurisdiction 1 -- Central City: Ward 1 = AA 1 through AA 4
Ward 2 = AA 5 through AA 8
Ward 3 = AA 9 through AA 13

Jurisdiction 2 -- Suburb: AA 17 through AA 19

Jurisdiction 3 -- Township 1: AA 23 through AA 28

Jurisdiction 4 -- Township 2: AA's 14-16, 20-22, 29

Jurisdiction 5 -- County: AA's 1-29

(See APEX Analysis Area map)

ANNUAL WAGE

This is the annual cost to the Industrialist of one worker and is an
average of the various rates of pay applicable to the different types

of workers in the firm. The applicable average wage rate for each
firm is reported in the Industrialist's output each cycle under cost
factors.

ASSESSED VALUE

Assessed value is the value assigned to real estate property for purposes
of assessing taxes owed to each of the Jurisdictions, County and school
districts. Governments are required by law to maintain an assessed
value of 50% of market value for property in their jurisdiction, although
this requirement is often not met. (E.g. if a residential property is

valued on the market at $20,000, its assessed value is $10,000.)
(See STATE EQUALIZED VALUE.)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Each Industrialist acts as a Plant Manager and is responsible to the
Board of Directors of his plant for his decisions and actions. The

Board has the ultimate decision-making power in Plant affairs and may

approve, amend or reject the Manager's fiscal policy proposal. The

Board also sets the amount of dividends to be paid to the stockholders.

BONDING

Bonding is the process of incurring public debt to finance same capital
improvement project. It is a device used to extend the incidence of
costs over a long period of time, rather than have costs met out of

current revenues while the project is under construction. Politicians

may issue two kinds of bonds, general obligation bonds and revenue bonds.

These differ in three respects: (1) the need for voter concurrence,
(2) how they are paid off, and (3) the kinds of projects for which they

are appropriate. Before Politicians may float general obligation bonds
to finance projects, voters must approve this action in a referendum.

There is a State-imposed limit on the indebtedness that a jurisdiction

may incur through general obligation bonds. The amount of additional
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bonded indebtedness that can be sought is indicated in the Politician's
output as "$ Limit on Next Bond Sought".
(See DEBT RETIREMENT for the process of financing general obligation
bonds.)

Revenue bonds are not submitted to a referendum and are appropriate only
for particular projects. (Projects for which they may be used are noted
in the Project List.) They are paid off through fees collected for
the service provided by the facility, rather than by taxes.

CAPITAL PLANT INDEX (C.P.I.)

The capital plant index is a ratio of the present dollar value of
public capital facilities (sewers, water lines, streets, parks and
miscellaneous public holdings) to population equivalents. This number
reflects the load imposed on facilities by residents, employees and
clients, and thus is considered as an Indication of the relative
level of a&-quacy of these facilities. Present dollar value is
calculated each cycle on the basis of depreciated value of existing
facilities plus new facilities. (Facilities depreciate at about 5% of
original value per year.)
(See POPULATION EQUIVALENT.)

CASH CARRYOVER

This is the cash reserve which an Industrialist or Developer carries
over to the next cycle after making all his expenditures, including
those for capital plant. It represents as-yet uncommited funds, which
the player is free to use in the next cycle.

CASH TRANSFER

A cash transfer is used for loans or gifts of cash between players
when the reason for the exchange is unspecified. Revenues made, or
expenditures incurred, thrdugh an exchange of cash between either the
Government, Industrialist, or Developer, are recorded in the budget
section of the output. When applicable, cash transfers are also
used to cover the cost of television time and newspaper articles.

COMBUSTION

Combustion is the process of burning fuel or wastes.

CONCENTRATION

Concentration is the ratio uf pollutants to effluent gases or ambient
air, measured in parts per million (ppm) as a volume to volume ratio,
or micrograms per cubic meter (UG/cubic meter) as a weight to volume
ratio. Data on mean concentration per quarter, concentration on worst
day, and number of days above a specified concentration can be obtained
by the APCO, through the installation and operation of monitoring
stations.

CONTAMINANT See POLLUTANT
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CONTROL EFFICIENCY

Control efficiency refers to the ratio of the amount of a pollutant
removed from effluent gases by a control device to the total amount
of pollutant without control.

CONTROL SYSTEM

Control system refers to equipment and/or procedures intended to
reduce the amount of a pollutant, or pollutants, in effluent gases.
Each gamed industrial firm has a limited set of control system options
for each production or combustion process.

DEBT RETIREMENT (Debt Service)

Debt retirement, or debt service, is a term used to describe the
process of paying off long-term general obligation bonds sold by
public agencies. Debt retirement is a budget category of the
Politician which includes expenditures for both principal'and
interest on genfmal obligation bonds. Financing of these
expenditures may be with either normal millage or debt retirement
millage.

DEMOLITION COSTS. (Clearance Costs)

A demolition-cost of 5% of the assessed value of developed property
must be paid when developed land is rezoned.

DENSITY

In residential areas, density is the term used to express the number
of dwelling units per acre of land. In APEX a different uensity is
associated with each of the five residential development types,
with the lowest density found in land use category and the highest
in category M-2.
The table on the following page expresses housing density in housing
units per acre, and in acres per housing unit.

DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE

Each cycle, the total value of capital facilities, (building and
equipment) depreciate. A tax credit of 5% of the capital value facilities
is allowed the industrialist to compensate for this depreciation. The
amount Is deducted before Federal and State income taxes are paid.
The industrialist may claim any part of his maximum allowance; any
portion of the allowance not taken will accumulate. The maximum deprec-
iation allowance is listed under cost factors in the industrialist's
output.

13
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HOUSING DENSITY

AA

R-I R-2 R-3 M-1 In-2

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Unitsi

per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

Units
per
Acre

Acres
per
Unit

1 1 4 .71 3.5 .29 5 6 .178 11.2 .089 21.0 .047

2, 2.4 .41 6.0 .16 9.6 .104 19 2 052 36 0 .027

3 2.0 5 5.0 .20 8.0 .125 16 0 062 30.0 .033

4 2.8 .35 7.0 .14 11.2 .089 22 4 046 42.0 .023

5 2.1 .47 5.3 .18 8.4 .119 16.8 059 31.5 .031

6 1 6 .62 4.0 .25 6 4 .156 12.8 .078 24 0 .041

7 2.5 .4 6.3 .15 10.0 .10 20.0 .050 37 5 .026

8 3 0 .33 7.5 .13 12 0 .083 1 24.0 .041 45 0 .022

9 1.2 .83 3.0 .33 4.8 .208 9.6 .104 18.0 .055

10 2 5 4 6.3 .158 10 0 10 20 0 .050 37 5 .026

11 1.0 1. 2.5 4 0 .25 8 0 .125 15.0 .066

12 1.0 1 2.5 4 0 .25 8 0 .125 15 0 .066

13 1 0 1 2 5 4 4 0 .25 8 0 125 15.0 .066

14 .5 2 1 3 76 2 0 5 4 0 .25 7 5 .013

15 6 1 66 1 5 .66 2 4 41 4 3 .208 9 0 .011

16 8 1 25 2 0 5 3 2 31 6 4 .156 12.0 .083

17 1.2 .83 3.0 .33 4.8 .208 9.6 .104 18.0 055

18 2 3 .43 5 8 172 9 2 108 18 4 .054 34 5 028

1'; 3.0 33 7 5 13 12 0 083 24.0 .041 45 0 022

20 .8 1 25 2 0 5 3 2 31 6.4 156 12 0 083

21 .5 2. 1.3 .76 2.0 .5 4.0 .25 7.5 013

22 .4 2 5 1 0 1 1 6 .62 3 2 31 6 0 16

23 .7 1 42 1 8 .55 2 8 .35 5 6 178 10 5 095

24 .3 3 33 8 1.25 1.2 .83 2 4 41 4 5 .022

25 .4 2 5 1 0 1.0 1 6 .62 3 2 .31 6 0 16

26 .3 3 33 8 1.25 1 2 .83 2 4 .41 4 5 022

27 .6 1 66 1 5 66 2 4 .41 4 8 .208 9 0 011

28 .3 3 33 8 1.25 1 2 .83 2 4 .41 4 5 022

29 .5 2. 1.3 .76 2.0 .5 4.0 .25 7.5 .013



DEVELOPMENT TYPES AND COSTS

A. Residential

In APEX there are various levels
different qualities and sizes of
Developers. These costs are for
site improvements.

-b

of cost and density associated with
housing which may be built by
structures, exclusive of land and

Single Family
Three different development-cost levels are applicable to APEX single-
family housing units, ranging from the highest construction cost of
$40,000 (designated as R-1) to the lowest cost housing, built at $15,000
per unit (designated as R-3). Any one of these types may be built on
land which, when vacant, is zoned R.

Multiple Family
Units of two different cost levels, M-1 and M-2, are available for
construction of multi-family housing in APEX. The highest cost per
unit, for M-1, is $30,000 and the lowest, for M-2, is $12,000. Either
of these types may be constructed on vacant land zoned M.

Residential Development Costs per Unit

R-1 R-2 R-3 Mr-1 M-2

$40,000 $22,500 $15,000 $30,000 $12,000

B. Commercial

Two types of commercial land use are allowable in APEX. These relate
to local neighborhood shopping facilities and to regionally-oriented
commercial and service facilities. Both may be built only on zoning
category C land. Each is developed on a cost-per-acre basis, as
follows:

Commercial Development Costs by Type

C. Industrial

CL CR

$100,000 $125.000

Endogenous industrial development permitted Developers in APEX is on
a per-acre basis, the cost being $100,000 per acre. Zoning category
I land may be developed into this land use.

(See ZONING CATEGORY.)
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DOSAGE

The specified time duration of an air pollutant's critical
concentration level in a particular location, or for a particular
person, material, etc., is known as dosage.

EFFLUENT

Effluents are the total gaseous emissions from production and
combustion processes and activities, including air pollutants and
non-noxious material.

ELITE OPINION POLL (E.O.P.)

The Elite Opinion Poll calls for a vote of all game players on
certain major policy issues in the community. These issues appear
as headlines in the M.E.T.R.0.-APEX News, which ask for either a
deciding or advisory vote. The results of the Poll affect public
officials' chances of re-election, as well as the probabilities
of passage of general referenda and specific bond issue and special
millage requests.

EMISSIONS

Emissions are pollutants in effluent or exhaust gases which are
released into the air.

EMISSION FACTORS

Emission factors are estimates which can be used to approximate
the rate of emissions of specific pollutants from generalized
sources.

EMISSION MEASUREMENT

Air pollution emissions are measured in pounds per hour for particulates,
sulfur dioxide (S01), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (N0r),
and hydrocarbons (ftC); in Ringelmann number for smoke; and in
Stinkelmann number for odor. The emissions measured are of specific
pollutants from specific sources.

EMISSION RATE

Emission rate refers to the amount of pollutant emitted per unit of
time. Maximum allowable emissions will be specified in pounds per
hour if they refer to emission rates.

EMISSIONS SOURCE

An emission source is the origin of some specific air pollutants. In

the game there are several gamed point sources, about thirty non-gamed
point sources, plus '. motor vehicles and space heating as line and area
sources, respectively.

15
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EXOFIRM (EXOGENOUS FIRM)

An Exofirm is an industry or bureaucratic firm that depends primarily
upon markets outside the local area for its growth and vitality.
These firms are usually classified as Exofirms on the basis of their
being net importers of dollars and net exporters of products or services
to these outside markets. Jobs created by Exofirm growth spur
additional growth of households and jobs oriented to the local market.
(Exofirms are also often referred to as basic firms).
In APEX, Exofirms locate in zoning categories I and O.
Periodically, the newspaper will note the opportunity for De-,elopers to

invest, in a speculative way, in the entry of new Exofirms into the

metropolitan area, with a variable probability of success attached to

such investments. Occasionally, these Exofirms require rezoning of
land and/or installation of special capital improvements. Requirements

for such special public action and requests for private investment will
be noted in the newspaper announcement of the firm's interest in
locating in the area.

FUEL RATE

The amount of fuel consumed by each industry per unit of time is specified

in tons/hours for coal, in barrels (bb1)/hour for oil, in thousand

cubic feet (MCF)/hour for natural gas, and in megawatts (MW) for

electricity.

FUEL TYPE

The fuel type possibilities include: low-grade coal (Lo-Coal), high-grade

coal (Hi-Coal), low-grade oil (Lo-Oil), high-grade oil (Hi-Oil), natural

gas, and electricity. The fuel option for each plant is listed in the

Industrialist's output. The fuel grade refers inversely to the air pol-

lution potential of the burning fuel, i.e., Lo-Grade has high pollution

potential, and Hi-Grade fuels have low pollution potential.

HOUSEHOLD TYPES

The five household types used in APEX are dharacterizations of

families belonging to fairly homogeneous socio-economic groups.
These dharacterizations reflect life style, political involvement

and voting habits, general consumption behavior and preference for

public goods. There is substantial overlap of income levels for
all status groupings; hence income, alone, is a wee& indicator for

Characterizing households.

Household Type 1 -- is upper class and upper-middle class combined.

Occupations of the heads of households are: professionals, technical

workers, managers, officials, and proprietors. One-half of the family

income levels are in excess of $15,000 and the other half are in the

$10,000-$15,000 range. Value of housing is in excess of $20,000, and

if they rent, rentals are over $150 per month. This is the group which

is most concentrated in residential location. Education of the head

of the household is at least college graduate, often with post-graduate

study. Pressure group membership for this household type is found in

the Chamber of Commerce and Good Goverament League.
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Household Type II -- is the t-pical middle-class household in which

C10. head's occupation is clt.tical, sales, or kindred types. Income

of the family is primarily in the $7,000-$10,000 range. Education of

the head of the household is some college or at least high schoo)

graduation. Housing value Is primarily In the $15,000-$25,000 range,

and gross rentals would usually be from $100 to $149 per month, thougl

they may be somewhat lower. Pressure group affiliations for this

type are with the Good Covernment League on the one hand, and with the

ultra-conservatives on the other.

Household Tue III -- the most numerous and widely-distributed of the

five types is characterized by a mdxed membership of very low income

white collar workers, skilled craftsmen, and foremen, though the lat-

ter two predominate. In the outlying areas, farmers fall into this

category. Family income is primarily in the $5,(100-$9,000 range.

The head of household's education is typically high school graduation.

Housing value is usually in the $12,000-$20,000 range and rentals

are from $80-$125 per month. Members of this group are apt to belong

to the unions and/or the ultra-conservative pressure group.

Household Type_IV -- is composed of semi-skilled workers, industry

operatives and non-household service workers, such as waiters, barbers

and parking-lot attendants. Family income is in the lower portion of

the $4,000-$7,000 range. Housing values range from $10,000 to $14,000
with gross rentals being $70 to $90 per month. Education of the head

of the household is usually 9 to 11 years. Pressure group membership

for this household type is found in the unions and among the civil

rights groups.

Household Tule V -- is the lowest stratum of society, and heads of

households are laborers or household service workers. The vast

majority of the area's unemployed are of this type and roughly half

of all members are elderly and retired. Family income is less than

$5,000 annually and the value of housing is less than $10,000, with

rentals primarily $50-$75 per month. Heads of households have usually

not been educated beyond the eighth grade. Membership in pressure

groups is found in the unions and civil rights groups.

Political involvement of the five household types declines from type

I (the highest) to type V, the latter being generally apathetic.

Likewise, concern with government operation and provision of public

services is highest in type I households and declines steadily

through type V families.
The five household typos will tend to demand housing of the five

residential development types according to the following percentages:

Household type I -- 50% will choose R-1; 30%, R-2, and 20%, M-1.

Household type II -- 20% will choose housing in each of the five

development types.
Household type III -- 10% prefer R-1; 30% prefer R-2; 20% choose

It-3; 25% take M-1, and 15%, M-2.

Household type IV -- 20% will choose R-2; 40%, R-3; 102,

and 30%, M-2.
Household type V -- 40% will be in R-3; 60% in M-2.
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IMPROVEMENT COSTS

Improvement costs are fees to prepare raw land for development,

including subdivision costs, sewer and water connections, drainage

and engineering.
Developers are

required to pay improvement costs

on all land on which they build structures. For residential property,

improvement costs are on a per unit basis as follows:

R-1 R-2 R-3 1+-1 14-2

$1,000 $.800 $700 $600 $400

For commercial and local industrial land uses, improvement costs are

on a per acre basis; for each the fee is $5,000 per acre.

These fees are automatically
applied to all land on which the

Developer builds.

INTEREST RATE

The cost of borrowing money will vary for the Industrialists and

Developers according to both their credit rating and the length

of the loan, i.e., how many years will be taken to repay it.

Applicable interest rates are as follows:

Year6 to Repay

Credit Rating

k-1 Ar2 A-3

1-2 4% 62 82

3-5 6% 82 122

6-10 8% 12% 162

11-20 12% 16% 20%

The cost of borrowing money for governmental
agencies -- the interest

rate on bonds -- will vary according to the credit rating of the

jurisdiction, and will differ between general obligation and revenue

bonds. Since revenue bonds are not backed by governmental taxing

power they are riskier and therefore carry higher interest rates than

general obligation bonds. As a jurisdiction's
credit rating falls

from A-1 to A-3, the interest rate on general obligation bonds will

increase from 4.5% to 62.

ISSUE

Issue is used to refer to a problem situation presented to players

in the APEX News. Following each issue are two to four alternatives

from which one must be selected. (See ELITE OPLNION POLL.)

1 4
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JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction refers to one of the political units in APEX.
Abbreviations used in the game are:

CC - Central City (Jurisdiction 1)
S - Suburb (Jurisdiction 2)

UT 1 - Township 1 (Jurisdiction 3 or Western Township)
UT 2 - Township 2 (Jurisdiction 4 or Eastern Township)

Co - County (Jurisdiction 5)

(See ANALYSIS AREA.)

LAND USE

Land use refers to the types of structures built upon particular
pieces of land.

(See DEVELOPMENT TYPE and ZONING CATEGORY.)

MAXIMUM PRODUCTION CAPACITY

This is the maximum number of units which can be produced by a gamed
industry in a cycle, given the plant and equipment in existence
during that cycle. Maximum capacity may be increased by making
capital expenditures for building and equipment. New productive
capacity becomes available only in the cycle following that in which

money is budgeted for plant expansion.

MILLAGE

Millage is the tax rate, in mills, which is applied to State equalized

property value to generate property tax revenue. One mill is equal to

a $1 charge on each $1000 of value, or one tenth of one percent of the

State equalized value. There are three types of millage:

A. Normal Operating Millage is determined by local Politicians and
is applied to standard operating costs of government by State
and local law -- the local limit can never be higher than the
limit set by the State.

B. Special Millage which is not subject to State and local limits,
can be used for financing special programs. It must be voted on
in a referendum.

C. Debt Retirement Millage is'not subject to the state and local

limits but it can be used for retiring capital project bonds.

This millage requires a favorable vote in a referenduu.

Total millage is the sum of operating millage, any special millages and

the debt retirement millages which may be in effect during the year.
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MONITORING STATION

A monitoring station is a piece of equipment placed at a given location

for measurement of air quality. An air quality monitoring station of

one of five types may be installed and operated in any analysis area.
The pollutants measured by each We of monitoring station are:

Type 1: Particulates
Type 2: Particulates and S02
Type 3: Particulates, SO2, and CO
Type 4: Particulates, S02, CO, and NOx

Type 5: Particulates, S02, CO, NOx, and Hydrocarbons

PARTICULATES

Particulates are solid particle air pollutants, which may be suspended
in the air or may settle out, depending on the size of the particles,
wind speedand,other factors.

PLANT INSPECTION

A plant inspection is an "on-site" examination of production and

pollution control equipment, processes and procedures. Plant

Inspections ordered by the APCO will provide him with information
on.the:production processes;.production capacity; fuel and process
rates; control systems; smoke code (Ringelmann number); and odor
code (Stinkelmann number) for each process of a specific gamed or
non-gamed emission source.

PLANT MANAGER

The player in the role of Industrialist is acting as a Plant Manager.
See BOARD OF DIRECTORS )

POPULATION- Equ I VA L EN T

The population equivalent is a means of converting (a) residents, and
(b) employees and clients of industries and commercial f..,7ilties into
a standard measure of the demand placed on such public capital facilities

as sewers, streets, and water sul:ply. The population equivalent of an
area.(analysis area or jurisdiction) is computed as follows:

P.E. =[Total households]+[.8 x all anployees of commerce and industry]

For-use of population equivalents in APEX, see CAPITAL PLANT INDEX.

PRESSURE GROUP

There are-five pressure groups represented in APEX which take stands on
public policy issues and can influende voter behavior. The more extreme
the position assumed by the pressure groups, either pro or con, (as

*indicated,by a scale of +4 to -4), the greater will be the voter turnout
for referenda and elections. Each pressure group derives its constituency
from members of two or more household types. (See HOUSEHOLD TYPES)

,liff-)411
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1. Ctvil Rights Groups -- find their leadership in the elite liberal

and in ghetto activists. The majority of their followers come from

lower social strata. These groups represent both Negroes and Mexican-

Americans. The orientation of the groups is primarily toward what
they consider bread-and-butter issues, such as fair employment,
and toward actions which focus on the neighborhoods in which they

live. Thus, the Civil Rights groups tend to be active in specific

cases, but their influence is moderate.

2. Good Government League -- is overwhelmingly middle-class, composed
primarily of professional people, a heavy percentage of them women.
This group is interested in a wide range of issues, in which they
exert moderate influence, and is oriented toward governmental
efficiency and taward community growth and image.

3. Chamber of Commerce -- draws many metbers from the business community

and some from professional groups such as law, engineering, and

medicine. This group exerts the highest degree of power of all
pressure groups and is oriented primarily toward community image

and "boosterism". However, when an issue tends to split the business
community, this group is likely to take no position.

4. Unions -- are more conservative locally than nationally and exhibit

some divergency between craft unions and industrial unions, the

former being more conservative. The unions exert moderate influence
on a range of issues somewhat less broad than those of interest to

the Good Government League. The conservatism of the uniois is
especially apparent in the oppttion of some of its constituency
to public spending for social welfare,

5. Ultra-Conservatives -- draw membership from people who are isolated
from most community affairs. Although members have average incomes,
the education level of most is lower than the community average.
These groups became involved in public issues only sporadically,
taking extreme and noisy positions when they feel personally
affected by proposed public actions.

PRP'RSS RATE

Process rate refers to the amount of materials processed by an Industrialist
per unit time. The measure is specified in tons, pounds, barrels, per
minute, hour, etc.

PRODUCTION LEVEL

This is probably the key item determined by an Industrialist each cycle. It

is the number of units of a product his plant will produce in that cycle.
The Industrialist is free to set his production at any level he chooses, as
long as the figure he sets does not exceed his maximum production capacity.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

A production process is a definable part of the overall production system
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a given firm. Each gamed industrial firm may have up to eight production
processes, while each non-gamed industrial firm is assumed to have only

one process.

QUASI-PUBLIC LAND

Thii is land owned by tax-exempt organizations such as churches and
fraternal organizations. Such land includes church buildings and
schools, cemeteries and such miscellaneous buildings as Elks lodges.

REFERENDUM

A referendum is a vote of the (simulated) population of a jurisdiction
on some issue presented to the people by the Politician. Most usually
referenda are called to approve (or reject) a general obligation bond
issue or a request for special millage, although they may be called to
approve some legislative matter, such as open housing.

REZONING APPLICATION FEE

The rezoning application fee is a charge of $100,
each rezoning request submitted by a Developer or
included in that player's financial statement for

RINGELMANN NUMBER

which is assessed for
Industrialist. It is
the next cycle.

The Ringelmann Number is a code for measuring the blackness of smoke plumes
and is equivalent to the opacity. Ringelmann Numbers and opacities are
used for specifying allowable smoke emissions (Ringelmann for black and
opacity for other colors). #0 = zero opacity, #1 = 20%, 1fr2 = 40%, #3 =
60%, #4 = 80%, #5 = 100%. In APEX, all smoke readings are reported as
RingeImann Numbers.

salLfguALIZED VALUE

State equalization is a process designed to even out differences in
assessment practices among political jurisdictions. The state
equalization factor applied to each jurisdiction's assessed value
will thus be different.. The state equalized value for a jurisdiction,
reached by applying the factor to local assessed value, is the base
on which millage is levied to generate property tax revenues.

STINKELMANN NUMBER

The StinkeImann Number is a code (developed in APEX) for measuring
odor emissions, and for specifying maximmn allowable odor emissions.
Numbers range from 0-5, covering least to worst odor levels, respectively.

TAX RATE

See MILLAGE.
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UNIT COSTS

The costs to the Industrialist of operating his plant are calculated,
for each production component, except labor, on the basis of the amount
and cost of each component required to produce one unit of the product.
These unit costs apply to fuel, administrative overhead, inventory, and
raw materials.

Fuel Cost applies to the fuel required to produce each Industrialist's
product and will be different for each fuel type.

General Administrative Costs include all overhead expenditures,
other than salaries, involved in production.

Inventory Carrying Costs must be paid to store product inventory
from one cycle to the next. This cost excludes property taxes on

inventory.

Materials Costs include all raw materials required to produce the
product, except fuel.

The unit costs for eaCh of these components which are applicable for
a particular Industrialist for the next yeariere included in that

player's output.

UNIT SALES PRICE

This is the price, which an Industrialist sets each cycle, at which
he will sell a unit of his product. Each Industrialist has complete
control over price, although the number of units he actually sells
will be dependent on the relationship of his price to supply-demand
conditions in the general market, and to the current average industry-
wide price (reported for the last three years in the Industrialist's
output).

ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Each of the six
zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:

ell
11-/-±
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ZONING CATEGORY

Zoning categories apply only to vacant land for APEX. Each of the six
zoning categories may be developed into one or more types of land use:

FROM TO

Zoning Category Developed Land Use Type(s)

(1) R - Single-family residential (1) Rr-1 (low density, high ;:ost)

(2) R-2 (medium density, medium cost)
(3) 11,3 (high density, low cost)

(2) M - Multiple-family residential(4) 1+-1 (low density, low cost)
(5) 14-2 (medium density, low cost)

(3) C - Commercial

(4) I - Industrial

(5) 0 - Bureaucratic

(6) CL (Commercial-Local)
(7) CR (Commercial-Regional)

(8) I (endogenous industry)
(9) I (exogenous industry)

(10) 0 (exog4nous bureaucratic)

(6) A - Agricultural (11) A (active farming)

'7°5
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POLITICIAN'S ROLE DESCRIPTION

Introduction. The role of the Politician in APEX is highly representative

of the functions of the City Council and County Board of Supervisors in

the real world. Accordingly, the individual Politician is most concerned

with the "general welfare" of his particular constituency and, therefore,

with providing the policy-making leadership necessary to promote respon-

sive and effective local government. This singular concern arises from

the written categorical imperative of all elected officials, acting to

insure their own re-election.

The County Politicians, acting in their capacity as the Air Pollution

Control Board, are ultimately responsible for air pollution control with-

in APEX county, including the Central City. The head APCO, then, is in

turn directly responsible to the County Board of Supervisors for the

activities of the Air Pollution Control District, as specified in the

State enabling legislation. (See State Health and Safety Code in the

Legal Reference Manual.)

Under this system, the County Politicians are charged with the

legislative and financial matters of the District, including: (a) approv-

ing, disapproving or amending local air pollution control rules and

regulations, (b) approving, disapproving or amending the annual budget

requests of the District, and (c) reviewing voposals for obtaining

federal air pollution control grants.

In general, when prescribing the maximum allowable emission levels

for various pollutants througt the passage of rules and regulations, the

Politicians may seek to balance the interests of two major groups. On

the one hand, these:are_the_Industrialists, who influence the social and

financial climate of the community, most notably the levels of unemploy-

ment and the property tax base. On the other hand, there are the con-

stituents whose voting patterns may be influenced by the adverse effects

of air pollution on their health and property.

While the Central City Politician(s) is not direclty responsible

for air pollution control, his constituents are nevertheless affected by

atmospheric pollution levels. For this reason, the Certral City Politi-

cian(s) may seek to influence the policy decisions of the Air Pollution

Control Board and/or the APCO either through obtaining formal membership

on the Board or through influencing its members.

At the beginning of each cycle, the Politicians, both City and

County, receive a computer printout. This printout provides the players

with two sets of information: (a) a record of decisions made in the

previous cycle, and (b) financial and other information which may guide

the player in making current decisions. Since much of the Politicians'

activity concerns the formulation of an annual budget, his printout con-

sists largely of financial information.

For the purposes of accounting and in order to provide the Politi-

cians with greater flexibility, the annual budget ie divided into two

Ul
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major categories: the Operating Budget and the Capital Budget.

1. The Operating Budget concerns general governmental and adminis-

trative expenses and basic community services such as police and fire

protection, parks and recreation maintenance, library, etc. Expenditures

under this budgetary do not involve the outlay of funds for capital im-

provements.

2. The Capital Budget is exclusively concerned with the financing

of capitol improvement projects such as highways, parks, sewers, etc.

The capital improvements portion of the budget is concerned with

satisfying the physical needs of the community. These needs are normally

generated in one of two ways: commanity growth in a newly developing

area, or community growth in a currently developed area and requiring

the renovation, expansion or replacement of existing facilities. In any

case, the Politicians will be signalled as to the need to budget new

capital improvements of a particular type by a decline in the Capital

plant index* in a particular area (as noted by the Planners) and/or by

news items and issues appearing in the newspaper.

Another important set of circumstances which might prompt the

Politicians to budget capital improvements involves attempts to attract

new Exofirms to the community. Politicians may seek to locate such firms

in a particular area in order to decrease the unemployment rate, add to

the tax base, etc. A listing of the Exofirms desiring to enter the comm-

unity as well as their choice of location and the needed capital improve-

ments may be found on the business page of the newspaper.

With respect to the capital budget in particular, the Politicians

will have to make policy decisions with far-reaching consequences. Dif-

ficulties arise from the fact that there are a nuMber of different con-

stituent groups vying with one another for the allocation of always-

limited public resources. The most common of the conflicts is that be-

tween residents of inner-city (Where public facilities are either deteri-

orating or inadequate and are in need of extensive repair or replacement)

and the residents of the suburban or fringe areas (who are usually allied

with real estate interests in their demands for new facilities and addi-

tional services). Another important conflict which may arise is that

which exists between short-run political pressures and long-term public

interest. Before making a final decision on the capital budget, the

Politician may want to weigh the possible consequences of alternative

courses of action; to this end, he may wish to consult with the Planner

who has considerably more information and expertise about the community.

*The Capital plant index is a ratio of the present dollar value of public

facilities to population equivalent, a figure used to reflect demand of

both residents and employees in a given area (see Glossary, Section 2).
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The City and County Politicians, with the aid of Planners (City,

County or Regional) could begin to develop a comprehensive program plan-

ning and program budgeting methodology. In doing so, they must develop

a broader and more integrated view both to community problems and of

their role as public managers. Attention should be given both to the

actual as well as to the projected needs of the cimmunity, and programs
should be designed so as to make optimal use of community resources. These

programs may span five or ten years, but should include yearly objectives

to eventually meet stated goals.

In encouraging this approadh, an attempt is made to prevent the role

player from being locked into a narrow and restrictive point of view,

which can result from developing programs on a "brush fire" or year-to-

year basis. The emphasis here is placed on the proactive rather than the
reactive approadh to handling pUblic problems.

The ideas suggested here are to:

(1) develop goals and objectives;
(2) develop programs to meet present and future needs;
(3) develop short term (yearly) as well as long (5-10 years) range

budgets;
(4) calculate present expenditures and estimate future sources of

revenue;
(5) develop implementation plans and schedules; and

(6) execute plans.

Such a systems approach cannot be completely outlined here, for that is

the job of the Planners and Politicians; however, the following are im-

portant components of local governments and should, therefore, be given

consideration in a program planning and program budgeting system.

I. Essential city/county services
sewers, recreation, etc.);

II. Administrative responsibilities
legislative, financial);

(fire, police, streets, water,

(planning, judicial, personnel,

III. Hospital care (new hospitals, clinics, location, financial aid,

etc);

IV. Welfare (new approadhes, methods for service and financing);

V. Transportation systems;

VI. Housing (new areas of growth, use of developers, housing for the

aged and the poor, financial aid, etc);

VII. Taxes (new business/industry -- where, what kind, new taxing

alternatives, incentives, growth?);

VIII. Land use policies (growth, open space, housing--what kind, where,

etc);
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IX. Environmental quality management and ccatrol (air pollution,

water, solid waste, esthetics, etc).

The above is only a sample of various kinds of systems concepts.tfiat

can be developed about local government responsibilities, planning,:ana

finance. The Politician is encouraged to be as creative as possible.and

to look beyond game constraints. The examples in this section are Onl5i

ideas and not exact instructions on how to proceed. Each Politician has

his own concepts and ideas about how local government should run, Ana

they should be recognized and used.
.

Of equal importance to decisions about public expenditures are,the

decisions which the Politician must make each cycle with regard to the'

methods to be used to finance these expenditures. The major source of

revenue available to the City and County is the property tax. Here., foo,

the importance of the growth of the area is evident, for as the juris4-.

diction graws, in population and economy, the property tax base will

automatically grow.

The Politician must decide how many mills are to be levied. One mill

is equal to a $1 charge per $1000 of assessed equalized property value.

Limits on the amount of millage which the Politician may impose are set

by the State and by local ordinance, with the local limit never allowed

to exceed the State limit. In addition to the millage allowed by law,

the Politician may ask for a special millage, which must be submitted in

a referendum to the voters of the community. When such a millage is sought

by the Politician, he must make a public announcement of his request to

other players in his jurisdiction and must obtain their signatures in a

special Opinion Poll. Any special millage approved by the voters,,which

remains in effect for a specified number of years, is not included under

the normal millage limits. People who live in the Central City are leVied

both a City and County property tax. These millage rates are independent

of each other and are controlled by the Politician of each area. School

taxes are collected by the school districts themselves and will not appear

on the Politicians' printouts. This school tax is also levied on the

assessed equalized value of the property.

To finance capital improvements, the Politicians may transfer funds

from the General (operating) Fund to the Capital Fund or they may wish to

ask for a General Obligation bond issue, which, like a special millage

must be passed by the public referendum, after public announcement and

an Opinion Poll. A millage rate to cover the annual bond repayment costs

may be included in the bond issue votr. This special debt retirement

millage goes into a separate account and may be used for no other purpose

than to pay off incurred bond indebtedness, Same capital improvements

may be financed by revenue bonds, where the fees collected for the use

of the facilities are used to pay off the bond. Projects for which such

financing is allowahle are noted in the Project List. Revenue bonds are

not submitted to the voters for approval.

A final outside source of funds for public capital improvements is,

not unnaturaliy, the State and Federal government, represented by the
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Game Operator. If the Politician can present a good case to the Operator

for "Federal" or "State" funding of a project (e.g. pUblic housing) the

Operacor may give the County or City part of the necessary funds. How

much of the cost cf a project will be covered in this way will vary from

case to case and will depend on agreement between the Politician and

Operator.

County Roads, a major component of the County capital budget, are

financed largely out of money received from State and Federal sources. A

minimum of 20% of these Road Commission Funds must be expended each year

on new construction of roads and streets, the remainder going into the

Road Maintenance item of the operating budget.

Thus, three of the major activities of the Politician which should

be carried out in each cycle of APEX are:

1. decisions about the level at which ordinary goverament services

are to be budgeted and capital improvements undertaken;

2. a determination of methods of raising the necessary revenue; and

3. a determination of methods of retiring the public debt.

In addition to these activities, the Politician will be required to

take a stand on issues which arise in the community during the year and

which will be brought to his attention in the newspaper. Some of these

issues will have implications for operating or capital expenditures and,

therefore, must be considered in formulating the budget. The Politician's

recorded votes on these issues also have implications for his re-election.

The Politician has several aids available to him which may guide his

actions. Perhaps the most important of these is the newspaper, which will

direct his attention to important issues and to capital improvement needs

in his jurisdiction; it will also give him information on the economic

conditions at the National, State, and local levels which may aid his

decision-making. Actual per capita expenditures for particular government-

al services are printed as part of the budget in the Politician's output;

these may be compared to a "standard" per capita expenditure which is

based on a national average. This comparison can guide the Politician's

operating budget decisions.

In formulating policy and in making decisions in general, the

Politicians may wish to make use of the information of the Planner sad

to otherwise take advantage of his services. For example, the Planners'

output contains specific information on each analysis area, including

per capita assessed valuation, capital plant indices, population changes,

and other social indicators. In addition, the Politicians may ask the

Planners for their informal views on certain matters and/or ask them to

prepare special reports.

The Politicians also have a number of other sources of information.

For example, public support or opposition to specific issues may be found

tri
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in the newspaper. Opinions may also be obtained from informal contacts

with the other players, particularly the Developers and Industrialists.

The Politician's standing with specific constituent groups is included

in the newspaper; these figures reflect public attitudes toward the

Politicians' handling of public affairs and, therefore, can serve to guide

his decisions.

Delegation of Powers

APEX is divided into two main governing bodies, the Central City Politi-

cians and the County Board of Supervisors. Normally there are 3 Central

City Politicians. Each City Politician represents one of the three wards

in the Central City. On the County Board there are 5 Board members. They

represent the following: the Suburb, Township 1, Township 2, County

Politician at Large, and Central City representative on the County Board.

While there are a possibility of 8 Politicians discussed, here, the Gane

Director can delegate more or less people in each role.

The role of the Politician is perhaps the most powerful one in the

game. The Politicians determine the direction and welfare of the City

and County. To do this task the Politicians have help in the way of

different departments. The Central City Politicians have the planning

department to help them. These planners have mudh more information on

each analysis area than the Politicians. The Politicians can delegate

the gathering and securing of vital information. If they fail in their

tasks, the Politicians can hire and fire these planners. Of course, some

justification will be necessary. However, the planners are politically

appointed and serve at the discretion of the Politicians.

Central City Politicians

Planning Department

The County Politicians have the same power over their Planners. They

also have the right to hire and fire their Air Pollution Control Officer.

If he is not doing the job of cleaning up the atmosphere over APEX or if

he is doing too "good" of a job and is closing down industry, he may be

fired by the County Board of Supervisors.

In any firing, a replacement must be found by the Politicians and

the Game Director will place the person fired into another role.

A.P.C.O.

COUNTY WARD
OF SUPERVISORS

Planning
Department
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Monies

The Politicians have 040 budgets and one fund that they must be concern-
ed with each cycle: the Operating Budget; the Capital Budget; and the
Debt Retirement Fund. These three items are separate and independent by
State Law. Money can be transferred from the Operating Budget to the
Capital Budget and to the Debt Retirement Fund. However, this money can-
not be transferred back.

1. Operating Budget Direction
,-..

of

2. Capital Budget A) Transfer
of

3. Debt Retirement Fund Money

If the Politician finds a deficit in the Capital Budget or Debt
Retirement Fund, he can transfer money from the Operating Budget. If a
surplus occurs in the Capital Budget or Debt Retirement Fund, or if a
deficit occurs in the Operating Budget, the Politician cannot transfer
funds out of these Budgets.

The question of "how much money should be kept in each of these
budgets and funds?" is often posed, The Debt Retirement Fund should con-
tain enough money to meet the minimum payment required for next cycle.
Since the function of the city or county is to meet the needs of the
people, the Politicians should generate enoug% funds to rset those needs.
Some cycles a surplus may be obtained while other cycles a deficit may
be incurred. The Politicians should not tax the people just for the sake
of building up a surplus in either the Operating or Capital Budget. The
Politician should not regard his citizen as an industry, and need not
show a profit each year. Obviously, a deficit is even less desirable.

Millage and Assessed Valuation

The major source of revenue for the Politician is through the levying of
taxes on property. Each year the city and county Politicians send out
assessors who look at the market value of property and then assess that
property at a given percentage rate of the market value. An example
might be helpful:

If the Assessment Rate .2 50% of the
market value

Market Value - $10,000. Assessed Value m $5000,

The tax rate is in mills. One mill is equal to $1 of every $1000 of
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assessed value of property. If there is a tax in effect of 5 mills, the
example would look like this:

Market Value =
$10,000

Assessed Value =
$5,000

1 mill = $1 for everv $1000 of
assessed value

Tax per mill = $5

Actual millage = x 5 mills

Total Tax = $25

The person who awns this piece of property would then pay a tax of
$25 on his property-

State Equalization Factor

Under item 1 - "Tax Revenue" of the Operating Budget the Politician will
see in parenthesis "(State Equalization Factor)". By State Law each county
must assess at the same rate. As-stated earlier, APEX assesses at 50% of
the market value of the property. However, not every county assesaes at

that same rate. Same counties assess
at 35%, others at 45%, while others
can assess at a much higher rate. The
state then takes all these different
rates and comes up with a common factor
so that each county will then be ass-
essing at the same rate. By multiply-
ing this "State Equalization Factor"

times the totail assessed value of the entire community, the new total
equalized value is the dollar amount that would be taxed that cycle.

Under item F of the "Operating Budget Revenue Generation" the total
equalized value for the next cycle is given. By using this figure, the
Politician can quickly determine if his tax base has either increased or
decreased this cycle.

Project Lists

The projects are organized by budget categories including (1) streets,
(2) sewers, (3) water, (4) parks and recreations, and (5) miscellaneous.
The allowable locations for each project are shown Gn the project list.
Some projects are appropriate to an analysis area, some to a ward of the
Central City, and others to an entire jurisdiction. A few projects are
restricted to a particular analysis area. In addition to specifying a
location for the project, the list indicates the area that will be affect-
ed by the project. This is the area which will share in the services of
the project, and the area in which the Capital Plant Index will be affect-
ed. Another column indicates if any land will be required to initiate the
project.
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For each pro]ect, there is also a range of costs. The lower end of

the range reflects stop gap measures while the higher end indicates high

quality improvements. These figures represent the total dollar costs for
the project. To obtain annual costs, the total must be divided by the

number of years the project will run. For example, a project which costs
$300,000 and runs for two (2) cycles will be amorLized through two (2)

installments of $150,000 each. A multi-year project which has been approv-
ed by the Politicians need not be resubmitted in subsequent cycles. It
will automatically be continued for the number of years indicated on the

project list. The final column will indicate whether or not this particular

project could be funded through a revenue bond. Revenue and general obli-

gation bonds will be covered in the next section.

Also included at the end of the capital improvement projects is a
list of special programs that the Politician may implement. These special

programs differ from capital improvement projects in Chat they primarily

deal with social services and most of the costs are used to support per-
sonnel. However, in some cases facilities must be constructed or expanded

to accommodate the special programs. In this case, a capital project will

have to be requested also. Once the facilities are constructed they can

continue to be used if, and when, the special program is renewed. This is

similar to the capital project list except that the cost indicated is an

annual cost rather than a total cost. Again, once a special program has
been initiated, it must be carriedsfor at least the number of cycles

specified on the program list.

Bonding

Bonding is the process of incurring public debt to finance some capital
improvement project. Bonding is an alternate means of paying for a pro-
ject. There are two types of bonds in APEX: (1) Revenue Bands and (2)

General Obligation Bonds.

1. Revenue Bonds

Revenue bonds differ from General Obligation Bonds in that the pro-

ject will be paid by the users instead of by taxes. These usera are
charged a fee, which is then used to pay-off the holders of the bond. This

payment includes both principle and interest.

Example:

Politicians
Decide to
Implement
Project through
Revenue Bond

$100,000 Sell Bonds to Collect Fees PAYBACK HOLDERS

Parking Garage the public to from Project-0.0F BONDS PRIN.-

finance Project CIPLE E. INTEREST
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Not all projects can be financed through Revenue Bonds. Only those pro-
jects labeled YES in the last column of the Project List can be financed
through Revenue Bonds. Revenue Bonds do not require voter approval, i.e.
no referendum is needed.

2. General Obligation Bonds

General Obligation Bonds differ fram Revenue Bonds in that they require
voter approval (i.e. a referendum) before they can be sold, since the pay-
ments of these bonds will be made by taxing the citizens. These payments

are then paid out of the Debt Retirement Fund.

Example:

Politicians decide to
implement project through
General Obligation Bond

Look for other
method I finance

NO

$25,000 will vot4ers Sell Bonds to Pay Badk Holders

Street -to- apprave the-o-YESa.the Public to of Bonds out of

Improvement $25,000 Bond? Finance Project Debt Retirement Fund

Both types of bonds attract speculators. Both bonds guarantee the
interest for the life of the bond. If a general obligation bond could be
paid off sooner, the interest would still have to be paid as to the
original number of years stated on the bond. That is one reason why these
bonds are not called in early. Secondly, the interest paid on these bonds
is usually tax exempt at the local, state and federal levels.

Exofirms

The Politician may look for methods of generating more income in his
Operating Budget. One method of doing this is to attract an Exofirm into
his jurisdiction. An Exofirm is an industry or bureaucratic firm that
depends primarily upon markets outside the local area for its grawth mad
vitality. These firum are usually classified as Exofirms on the basis
of their being net importers of dollars and net exporters of products or
services to these outside markets. Jobs created by Exofirm growth spur
additional growth of households and jobs oriented to the local market.

If the Politician looks at the Business Page of the APEX:Gazette,
he will see a section entitled "New Firms Planning to Come to A.P.E.X.
Area". Example:
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FlAt.S PLAKAIKC IL CCh'E IC A.A.E.). AREA

17tIFY FPCCLCT 11)CFIRO NC. 1/ /FUER: LECATICN IN ANALYSIS AREAS 6 0 0, wILL LSE 6.3C ACKE!.

wItt Vt. 105 EmfLCYEES ANC WILL ACD 4/CCCC. COLLARS TO THE Thh BASE.

PELI IICIAN NED-- R1EhIh0 NEEDED IC Ir-4 (VA(ANI INGLSTPIAL).
htALTLFS NCTE--IhWISTNENT CPFERTUNITV OF ICCCCC. COLLARS.

Should the Politician decide Chat he wants to attract this firm, he

would see that $410,000 would be added to the tax base of his jurisdiction.

It would also supply 105 new jobs thus alleviating welfare and other costs

in the community. It should be pointed out the Exofirm wishes to locate

in analysis area 6. The Politician can work with a land developer and try

to entice the Exofirm into an analysis area in his jurisdiction. It would

be helpful if the Politician can persuade the land developer to invest

some money in the Exofirm's development. The Politician should also work

with the Planners to see if any rezoning might be required or if any land

use categories will be violated. Usually the Politician must initiate

either one or a series of Capital Lmprovement Projects to satisfy the

needs of that Exofirm. These projects should be noted in the Capital Bud-

get.

-1?fl;



SECTION 4. ANNOTATED POLITICIAN WORKSHEET

I. ELITE OPINION POLL

Each year certain issues will appear in the APEX Gazette which require
decisions from all role players, acting as the "elite" or power struc-
ture of the community. In some cases the decision of the elite is
binding on the Politicians and the poll can be considered the same as
submitting a referendum to the voters. Here the Gazette will read
"DECIDED BY OPINION POLL MAJORITY." In other cases, the decision of
the elite is merely advisory, and the Politicians can decide whether
or not to heed their mandate. Here, the Gazette will read "POLITICIAN'S
ULTIMATE DECISION BUT ELITE OPINION SOLICITED."

The outcome of the vote will be recapitulated in the next cycle's
newspaper. For each issue outcome, the newspaper will also print the
reactions of five pressure groups--Civil Rights Group, Good Government
League, Chamber of Commerce, Unions, and Ultra-Conservatives.

Players should vote on all issues in the Elite Opinion Poll, including

those oi the Business Page. Each role will have one vote. In the
cases where there is more than one person in a role, they will have

to come to an agreement.

The Elite Opinion Poll is especially important to the Politicians
because their actions relative to the poll may affect their chances
for re-election.

Instructions: The cycle number should be indicated in the upper right

4and corner. Locate the column labeled for the area which you rep-

resent. Then put the issue number in the left hand column (this should
not be conf4sed with a project number), and the number of the alterna-
tive chosen in the adjacent column.

II. OPERATING BUDGET

The principle method of revenue generation in the Operating Budget is

by levying a tax on the equalized assessed valuation of property with-

in the jurisdiction. The tax rate is in mills, one mill being equal

to $1 of every $1000 of assessed value of property. Therefore, if a
piece of property is assessed at $10,000 and there is a tax in effect

of 5 mills, the owner would awe $50 in taxes. (5 mills x $10 = $50.)

In the game there are two types of millages: Normal Operating

Millage and Special Millage.

A. Estimation of Revenue Generation Through Increases in the Millage

It would be helpful if the Politician had some way of determining

how much revenue would be generated next cycle through tax in-

creases. If the Politician refers to the "OPERATING REVENUE
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:17TERATION" of his listing he will be able to estimate how much revenue:
,-ould be generated. Looking at Item "F"--TOTAL EQUALIZED VALUE, END
,7CLE--the Politician will have the equalized assessed valuation of all
land in his jurisdiction. As mentioned before, $1 for every $1000 of
assessed valuation is generated for every mill taxed. Therefore, if we

take the value given in Item "F" and divide it by 1000 we would have the
trount of revenue expected from an increase of ane mill. Then, multiply-

'ne this amount by the expected increase in the millage rate, the
01itician will have a good estimate of the amount of money that will be
tnerated next cycle for the Operating Budget.

:P.ictions: Take- the dollar amount listed under Item "F" ofthe
*:--r7t:na Budqet Revenue Generation and divide by Wm. This will

..!/0 the expected revenue generated for a tax of one mill. Then take

total expected miliage increase and multiply by the amount calculated
:7-r one mill. This total will go into your Operating Budget.

le:

CFEFA IINC ELCCU REVEALS* CEAEPAT ICA

vfiS ONL 1011S ta I !KILT FLFTI^Ck YOTE

!r Pi (k hCFP,Ft CF ERMA( FILEACE 1000

tuft L.14 AICRPAL CPERATIAG RELLACI s !.CC

sat ( (FFr PiLEACE FEWEST-EC a 4.CC UF 1.11CFAIYGE0 FRCP CLoRFT CrCt. f I

:41 (0(Alilkt, ottLACtS tPb EFFECT -- 44E1CP. CYCLE

k FI ILLS I 2 4 C Pt !EKES CYCLE

C .1C 6S29).

Fat C.10; 0.10 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 t e!ZEC.

.6 rFFPFT INC P ILL ACES t F1-EC TIME CYCLE e bEPGRE ALMIRG REM PILLAGE

F:t PtC vtLuE. EFL CF CYCL t .1 tte/C4Cct.

?AL ;'4!PtmTY fAX PtbEhlf FCA CPERAI1AG VLCCET IA CYCLE 2 $ Ztte=is. Im E. 1 F.I

S 20061. IL ICE ASFS *AC FEP"ITSI
Ite 11,4 . StaVICZI
1111Sh. [EFFIE- AC,A-T ex otekijf)

tolfac CCPIS5ilF4 If It ot1:14/
$ 117n. (SLRPLLS CP )LF f-orri CV. t I)

a 5 4735161. TC Tit (Pct./TM NtYinetfS (re F

btfief LI Mt waik tr(F )

hE11 -- AI !LAST S 243171.. *1-10- IC 7.) PEPCE47 F it(IRE ^A vAIISS Irk -a V

IOU bt ALIEPATILAIL, TillinS&IRNEC TC TFE CIP11 AL FusC
ANC PLsT FE SPEAT FLA STAEF Pkdoclf,.
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1. Item "F" "Total Equalized Value,
of Cycle"

Divide Line 1 by 1000 - this is the

V It V .31

A
cxpected revenues generated I min.

:ultiply Line 2 by expected mill-age
fncrease

4. Expected increase in revenuer

B. Change in Operating Millage

= 8 1.,632,2L0

The Normal Operating Millage is determined by local Politicians
and is applied to standard operating costs of running the govern-
ment. This millage is limited by State and local law. The local
limit can never be higher than the limit set by the State.

The Politician can lower the operating millage in any cycle without
the voters approval. He can also raise the operating millage in
any cycle up to the local limit without voter approval.

Instructions: in columr 1 check if you want to change the opera-
ting mill-age. If yes, place the new operating millage in column
2.

Example:

Change the
Operating Millage
Yes No
X

Total New
Millage
Rate
14.5

C. Raise Local Limit

If the Politician wants to go above the local limit, he must sub-
mit the dhange to the voters in the form of a referendum. The

Politician will circulate this referendum among the players ex-
plaining why this increase is needed. EaCh player will either
approve or disapprove the increase. The more players who approve
the increase, the better the Chance of its passage. Promotional
expenditures may be made to help in the passage of this referendum.
If any promotional expenditures are to be made, Item "K" of the
Operating Budget should indicate the money to be spent. The

Politician also has the option of resubmitting the referendum
one more time if It is voted down the first time. The referendum

is put back on the ballot at a reduced rate of millage 15% belaw
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SPECIAL
DICGRAI

1

?

AVAILABLE
FCR

ANY Al

ANY AA

CYCLES
Tr PIA

1

I

TITLE

SIONFR RECRFRTION PIMA,' FOR ICC" CHILDREN

1111IIIIT TREE-PLANTING POICICAPP

CCST PER
YEAR

I VIftlet.

1 15OITO.

CO vlt 6101.11C,
ALS( RECLIREC

RR

1 ANT AA IS SRP1TRRY LANC FILL I PICCO. c

6 ANY NaRC 1 CAT-CARE CENTER FOR CHILDREN OF vnINING FTTHENS I 414710. Pet

IC ARM JUR 1 SUPPER CAPP PROGRAM EC* CRADVAINTAGED 'MTh He MCC.

II ANY Jul 4 JOI-CCIPS CENTER Ere SCHCC1 WIT-CUTS 1 50111. Is

12 ONT JO 1 FOACE CANILION NEVIN D000 1 17CCC.

11

14

MTV JUN

Ato* Ate

3

3

RCLICE-CCRINAtre RELITICNS MERU

RENT SUPPLEMENT PROGRAr Fre Free FAMILIES

1 13Col,

12,1110,1.

15 Mkt AM 4 AJCIT RETPAINING Farces., PCP ItNENPLOYE17 1123018.

D. Special Programs

New apeclal
Program Number

Loca-
tion

necnoa or runaing LOSE
per

Year

Is Kequirea
Capital Project
in Existence?

Operating Special
BudgetMillage

7 1 Sub X la% 000
,-

C.C.
,

60,000

15 Q. X 300,000

... Sub , 75,000

If any special program requires a capital improvement project, be
sure and include this project in the Capital Budget. If the re-
quired Capital Improvement Project is in existence already, just
check column 5 as indicated in the instructions. DO NOT LIST
EXISTING SPECIAL PROGRAMS ON THIS FORM.

E. Special Millage

A millage can be levied to help finance a particular special

program. Since this is a special millage, It requires voter

approval. This Special Millage is submitted to the voters as'a

referendum. The Politician will circulate this referendum among
the other players explaining why this special operating mdllage

is required. Each player will then either apprave or disapprove

the special millage. The more players Who approve this special
millage the better the change of its passage. Promotional ex-

penditures may be made, thuc elping in the passage of the

referendum. If any promotional expenditures are to be made, Item
"K" of the Operating Budget should shaw the amount of money spent.
The Politician also has the option of resUlymitting this referendum

one more time if it is voted down the first time.
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The referendum is put back on the ballot, but at a reduced rate

15% below the original rate; this occurs in the computer in the

same cycle if tbe issue is to be resUbmitted to the voters. Siace it'

is a special tax, it usually only runs for 1 to 4 years. This mdllage

is not sUbject to State and local limits.

Instructions: In column 1 place the number of years the special millage

or-1Z run. In column 2 list the number of mills. In column 3 pZace

promotion expenditures, if any. Check column 4 if you want the Special

Millage to be resubmitted to the voters. Then take the opinion poll to

as many players in the game as possible for their opinion, either for or

against the reftremium. Fikany, sum all new millages submitted this

cycle.

Example:

C. SPECIAL CREAMING mILLACES OM EFFECT ....- THROWN CYCLE

NLNIIER PILLS 1 2 3 A 5 6 REVERUES -- CYCLE 2

101 C.1C a * $ em.
TCTAL C*10 C.1C 0.0 O.0 C.0 C.0 S WOO.

F. TrTAL CPEPOING PILL$GES EFFECTIVE CYCLE 2 EEFCRE ACCING REV MILLAGE Mar

F. TOTAL ECVALIZEO VALUE, EA0 OF CYCLE I 6 652004096.

G. TOTAL PPCPERTY.TAA REVENU( FCP MOOTING eumr IM CYCLE 2 5 26764AS. le f. j F.)

$ 26061. (LICENSES AMO paktum
106114. ISERVICESI

$ 1201$6, (OTHIR 1410k-TAA (*REALE)
$ 1215613. ((MAC CIPINESSION -- SEE MOTT RELCut

1071C. (SLAMS CP DEFICIT Firtl, CYCLE I/

Special
Millage

E. Special MIllages

No. of Years
Special

Millage Runs
3

No. of
Mills

S 423513C. TOTAL OPERATING IMAMS FCP CYCLE
IFACJECTED WITPCUT TON RATE CHANGE)

Promotional If voted down,
Expenditure should it be

(if anxl, resubmitted?
no

2 3 .5

Total Number of Mills 1.5

yes

The forn for polling the gamed players is found in Section V of the

Worksheet.
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After all Special Millages are listed, go to the section where
Special Programs are to be listed.

F, Cash Transfers (to other players)

The reasons for cash transfers between the Politicians and tne
other players tn the game are many and varied. They can represent
fees for services rendered, indirect campaign contributions, loan
agreements between players, and so forth. The.* will be recorded
under "MISCELLANEOUS NOTES" on no_ Politicians listing. As an
example, the County may initiate a project with the city paying for
part of it. The County will pay the entire cost of the project
and the city will transfer its share of the funds through a cash
transfer.

Instructions: Indicate the player to :41hom you are making a cash
transr in the first column, th4.7 xratint7 of the aash transfer in

the second column, and the reason for the transfer in the third.

Example:

F. Cash Transfers (to

Player
Del% #5
Game Op.

Amount
$600

other players)

Reason
consulting services
2 lines in Gazette

G. Change in Operating Expenditures

The Politician must also decide how much money he is going to
allot for operation of his jurisdiction. If each Politician re-
views his Operating Budget, he will see under Item "4" -- OPERA-
TING EXPENDITURES" -- those categories which he can control. It

should be pointed out that categories A through I will differ
from the County to the other jurisdictions. Categories J to

r are the same, and only the County has category P, "TRANSFER TO
ROADS CAPITAL FUND."

Changes in the operating budget must be made on an item-by-item
basis; only altered items need be entered on the "worksheet".

There are two ways in which changes may be made: (1) as a dollar

amount and (2) as a percentage of line 3 - "TOTAL GENERAL (OPERA-

TING) FUND" - of the Printout. The dollar amount change will re-
sult in a new percentage being calculated tor the item being
changed. This new percentage will be maintained in subsequent
cycles until another change is processed. When a change in per-
centage is entered, the dollar amount will change appropriately
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and the percentage will be maintained until another change is
processed. In general, when no changes are entered, the percent-
ages carried over from the previous cycle will be used to deter-
mine the expenditures for each item. There are several exceptions
to this general rule, however: (1) the"Legislative and Executive"
category for the City and the "Legislative and Administrative"
category for the County will maintain the exact dollar amount.
(2) the cash transfer to other players for both City and County,
and Funds for the County Air Pollution Control Office are controlled
by other worksheet entries. (3) Special Programs in both City
and County will be funded automatically from the operating fund
for expenditures in excess of funds available through the "Special
Operating Millage". (4) the "TRANSFER TO CAPITAL FUND" and the
"TRANSFER TO DEBT RETIREMENT" must be entered separately each
cycle; if no entry is made, a zero amount will be transferred
automatically.

III. CAPITAL BUDGET

After the Politician has read the newspaper and ascertained what
problems should be met, he should in some "rational" manner arrive at
a list of improvements to meet the needs of his constituency. Another
important input to this decision-making process will be the Planners'
recommendations for new projects to be started next cycle. Using
this list of improvements in conjunction with his project list, the
Politician will start to decide which projects should be impleMented
this cycle. Once a set of projects has been decided on, the method
for funding must be selected. One method of funding is through bond-
ing, which is the process of incurring public debt to finance some
capital improvement project. Bonding is used to extend the incidence
of costs over a long period of time, rather than have costs met totally out
of current revenues while the project is under construction.

A. Revenue Bonds

If the Politician examines his project list, he will see that the
last column is labeled "REVENUE BONDS." There are certain pro-
'jects which, if implemented, will be paid for by the users instead
of by taxes. These users are charged a fee, which is collected
by the jurisdiction. This money is then used to pay off both the
principal and interest that is due to the holders of the Revenue
Bonds. In essence, the project pays for itself. This paymdnt continues
until the debt is erased. All Revenuc Bonds will automatically be sold;
i.e., there is no voter approval needed, and the model assumes there is
always a market for this type of bond.
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The number of the :tercnu bond ie

: v-4.c the budgct c(tegor 21-- th,7

.T; column 3 place the nyri,:p of
: :*:01. In column 4 placce t;Ic :_)11ar

1, tile project. Finat44, t:it( sum (2f

1,e calculatpd.

A. Revenue Bonds

Revenue.: Budget Cycles for Revenue Bond to Run

Bond Category
'7ewers 14

f 2,5

Total for all Revenue Bonds

Total Cost
in Dollars
60 OCV

e450,m

.%/1(),000.

I. REVEILLE OCADS th EFFECT --

PRINCIP*L INTERETI CVCLES FEES WPM CU IR CYCLE i

FLO CLTSTANCIAC RATE TO PUN COLLECTED PRIACIFAL WEREST ToTAL

9 I INOTCCCC. t.SC 24 $ )6FOCC. II 14)710. S 22421C. i 'tPCCC.

ICI 6 60000. 6.00 IC I StiCC. $ 6CCC. 6 3t0C, I 9h00.

TOTAL I ISICCCC.

4, CRECIT PATIN( OF JUMISCICTION I IS I

A. $ LIPIT CA 6EXT C. C. FCTC SWOT $291697211.

INIEREST RATE 1% NW G. C. OM 4.S

C. IKTEREST PATE (% 6EPT TIMNLE eon t.0

After all the bonds are listed, go to section where the projects

are to be listed and fill in the required information.

B. t.eneral Obligation Bonds

General Obligation Bonds differ from Revenue Bonds in three aspects:

I! Before Politicians may float-. General Obligation Bonds to fi-

nance projects, voters must Ipprove this action in a referen-

dum. There is a St.tt imposed lirit on the indebtedness that

a jurisdiction may incur through qeneral Obligation Bonds.

2) General r)bligation Bonds are paid off by taxing the citizenq.

This tax s known as a !-pecial Debt Retirement Milloge.

3) Any project that is not funded by .1 Revenue TIonr_l can he funded

through a General Obligation Bond.
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The passage of this General Obliaation Bond involves submitting a
referendum to the voters. The PoLitician will circulate an Opinion
Poll among the other players, explaining why this bond is needed.
Each player will then mark either his approval or disapproval of
this bond. The more players who approve this bond, the better
the chance of its passage. General Obligation Bonds are often
long-term debts that normally run from 10 to 25 years. Promotional
expenses may be spent to help in the passage of the bond. If any
promotional expenditures are to be made, Item "K" of the Operating
Budget should show the amount of money spent. The Politician also
has the option of resubmitting this referendum one more time if
it is voted down the first time it is submitted. The referendum
is put back on the ballot, but at a reduced rate of 85% of the
original bond request. This occurs in the computer during the same
cycle if the issue is to be resubmitted to the voters.

Instructions: The number of the bond is in column Z. lecolumn
2 place the budget category which is taken from the 5th column of
the project list. In column 3 place the number ofcycles the
General Obligation Bond is to run. In column 4 place the amount
of the General Obligation Bond. In column 5 place the promotion-
al expenditures, ifany. Check column 6 if you want the General
Obligation Bond to be resubmitted to the voters. Then take the
opinion poll to as many players in the game as possible fbr their
opinion either fbr or against the reArendum. Finally, the sum
of all new General Obligation Bonds should be calculated.

,WOJ
-Amt.

LCCATE0
IN

CPI ACRES
IMPACT

RUOGET
CATEGCAT

TITLE CYCLES
TO RUN

W. ego.

TOTAL emus cm.
MINIOOP PRAIPLP

Rm.
KIM

I RV AA AA 0.* STREETS RESORPACING OF NEIGKOORM000 STREETS I $ 000. $ 11000. AC

2 ANY AA AA 0.0 STREETS RESURFACIRG CF SECONDARY STREETS I $ 50000. * 73000. kc

3 ANN *AOC VW 0.0 STREETS REPAER, RESURFACE FRIPART STREETS s loom. * moos. No

6 ANY AA AA 4.0 STREETS RICER SECCAOAAN STREET r *ow. * 120CCC. AC

S ANY AA MARC C.0 STREETS WIDER PRIRART IRCOCUGNFARE 2 $ -cmcm. $ !OCCCC. NO

b ANY AA AA 00 STREETS cadroup. NEICP$0014000 STREETS 2 $ 1,00C. $ 450000. NO

ANN AA AA C.0 STREETS CONSTRUCT SECOICARN STREET 2 $ ITSCCC. $ 22!00C. AC

4 ANY AA ROO 0.0 STREETS CONSTRUCT PRIMARY STREET SEGMENT 2 9 300001. $ 730000. N0

9 ANY AA NARO 0.0 STREETS CCNSTPUCT EXPRESSWAY EMIR STREET 4 $ create. $ rmeo. Ar

10 ANN AA AA C.0 STREETS tIASTAI.I. REIGNOCRINCCO STREIT LIOPTS I $ 20001. $ ,OCCC. NC

ii MAY AA Ak 4.0 STREETS NEW AREA-1010f STREET LIGPTIR* I $ 504n0. $ 711000. to*
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Example:

B. General Obligation Bonds

General Budget Cycles Amount Promotion Resubmit

Obligatior Category to Run Expenditure if voted

Bond (if any) down?
rtesstreets 20

streets *,100,000 v5 000 yes

Total for All General $150,000
Obligation Bonds

WETRC-APET -- 9/ 9/71
CCUATY ecost OF SUPERVISORS --

PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

CYCLF I.

TFA4
PACE QL

L. GENERAL OBLIGATION ROADS

PRINCIPAL
CLISTANCING

IN EFFECT

INTEREST
RATE

FINANCING OF CAPITAL FUND OF JURI111CTIoN

CYCLES u6DERPAYNENT PATI0E147 DUE /s

IC RIM IN CYCLE I PRINCIPAL INTEREST
CYCLE 2

7CTAL

104 $ IMIC. 4.5C 1C II C. $ MOO. $ 14600. S 30400.

105 II 2R4C1C. 4.50 23 $ 0. $ 1132C. $ 12735. $ 24C5c.

110 s *7501. 4.SC 20 $ I. $ 23754. $ 21375. $ 4512g.

111 S 5on)03. 4.50 2C $ 0. $ 2SCCO. $ 72500. $ 47500.

TOTAL I ISTRCCC.
I I47C8C.

The farm for polling the gamed players is found in Section V of

the worksheet.

After all the bonds are listed, go to the next section

(where the projects are to be listed) and fill in the required

information.

C. Capital Improvement Projects

It is possible that a surplus of funds could end up in the Capital

Budget of the Politicians. If Item "10" -- "UNENCUMBERED BALANCE"

is positive,this represents a surplus and can be used to pay for

new projects directly.' These are funds that hive not been com-

mitted to any project. If Item "10" is negativse, a deficit will

result after all of the encuMbered (committed) funds are spent.

If this is the case, the funding of your capital improvement

projects will have to be done by bonding or transfer of the nwney

required from the Operating Budget. (It is not necessary to record

previously budgeted multi-year projects.)

/16
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Instructions: In column Z list the project number. In column
write in the location. In column 3 check the method of funding.
In coNmn 4 place the total amount spent Par the project. In

column .5 place the number of years the p.oject will run. In
column r; divide the total cost of the project by the number of
jr-aps to run, giving you the annual cost of the project. Finally,
eLe- up the total cost of all projects and the total annual cost
of zli -i,rojects.

!Jote: If the project is financed by a Revenue Bond or a General
II-7-.gaton Bond, please enter the number of the bond (see III-A
and IIr-B).

Example:

C. Capital Improvement Projects

Project
No.

Loca-
tion

Method of Funding Total Cost Cycles
to Run

Annual
CostCapital-

Budget
Revenue-

Bond
G.O.
Bond

8 X $ 8_000 $ 8 000
1 z3

Ow

X 7,000 1 7,000
1 12 X 9,000 9,000

40 13 X 60,000 1 60 000
Total Cost of All New Projects
Total Annual Cost

$84,000
$84,000

if after listing all of the new capital impravement projects the

Politician finds he cannot afford to finance all of these projects,
he will have to do one of the following: transfer funds from his
Operating Budget; come up with an alternative scheme for funding;
or decide which projects have the highest priority and delay im-
plementation of the others.

D. Land Pureleses

There are certain capital improvement projects that require land;
by looking at column 4 of his project list, the Politician can see
which projects these are. If one of these projects is initiated
and there is vacant public land of any type available in the
specified analysis area, the project will be placed on this vacant
land. If there is not enough land available, the Politician has
the option of either buying the additional land himself or letting
the computer buy it for him. The computer will automatically buy
whatever type of land is needed. The computer will look first
for vacant single family residential land. If there is none
available, it will.purchase developed land and charge the Politi-
cian demolition fees. In this case, the resulting purchase and
demolition fees might cost the Politician as muckas 5 times what
it would have cost if he had purchased it himself. The Politician

may wanl to consult the Planners for help in -teading the tables
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that contain land distribution and prices. The Planners can a!so

help the Politicians with any rezoning that may he required.

A record of all land purchases will appear under ":11SCILL

NOTES" on the printout under a section labeled "Ik:'Af

ACITONS." The expenses will be listed as item "7" -- "TOTU LAN;'

I'VRCHASES IN CYCLE" on the Capital 111dget.

In column i indicate :.;le player fr, zp,

,znd in coix-in f the -7:8 area

.
is not huz.ing :POM a .3eveicper

zer :7:et the 'n (.44,mn 1. Use c,;turin

tbo 7_,:nd is vacant or develope,: at the timr of purchaso and

4 to indicate the zoning categore or devel,Te,i.land uoc

reT,sf. ftse column $ to show the nurber f units invfixed, if the

p=cperty is developed residentiaL; otherwise, ind!cate the n:crier

cf zemes (,"-,Zumn 6. The net2otiated Trice per acre per zit

sho44:.: appear :71 colaran 7, and rhP totai price in 2.^7;4mn E. _737,1

tcta: ail land purchases. (Thia same used for. the oeiTing

of land.)

aample:

D. Land Purchases

Sellttr I AA

:

Vac/
Dev.

vac

Zone
Cat.
Ind

No. of
Units

o r

f
No. of
Acres

Price/Acre
Price/Unit

Total
Price

MarKet L .3 ';')30,000 159,000

.kfarke C_ Dev
L _

R.4:__. 10 .1,4:1,000 10,000

Total Land Purchases

L. Cash Flow of Capital Budget

!.~ter making some preliminary decisions on the projects to be

fmplemented this cycle, it would be helpful for the Politician

to begin to fill out his Capital Budget Worksheet. The worksheet

uas designed to show cash flows that occur in the Capital Budget.

1 ie. explanLtion given below is used as a guideline to show the

Politician the sources (4 the numbers that appear cn the worksheet.

I. Revenue Generation for CapAtal gudget

(a) BaJ:Ince of Capital Fund carried forward (Item 10 of the

OuLput)

(b) '!ew Rond Sales--thic includes all new bond sales, both

Revnue and General Obligaticn Bonds.

(c; Transfers froT General Fund--this is usually filled !rt

last after determining whether or not a deficit will

occur in the Capital Budget.
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Note: A Transfer of Capital Road Funds from the Operating Budget
will occur automatically; these are revenues collected
through a tax on gasoline. This money is collected by the
state and then redistributed to each of the counties. By

state law at least 20% of this Road Commission Revenue will
be automatically transferred to the Capital Budget. At
least this much money must be spent for new street and road
projects; the projects can be distributed throughout the
entire county. The County Politician -;;.1.11 find dollar

amounts that should be spent next cycle under item G of
the "OPERATING BUDGET REVENUE GENERATION." The last line
reads, for example:

NnTF- -- AT LEAST $ 242123., WHICH IS 20 PERCENT CF RCAC CCPPISSICK
REVENUE WILL EE AUTCMATICALLY TRANSFERRED TO THE CAPITAL FUND
AND MIST BE SPENT FCR STREET PRCJECTS.

(d) Special Grants are both Federal and State monies
that are received as a result of the.Politiciani
written proposals:

The Politicians may sometimes find themselves in financial difficulty.
They may have new ideas to improve either the City or County, they
may make a proposed study, or their jurisdictions nay be declared
disaster areas. Whatever the reason, Politicians can always request
State and/or Federal funds. Requests consist of a minimum of one and
a maximum of 10 pages of a proposal to the game director. In this
nroposal the Politicians must explain what the proposal is for, Why
it is needed, why the jurisdiction can't completely pay for the project,
how the money will be spent, whether or not notching funds are to be
used, etc. The game director will give the Politicians either all.of the
funds requested, part of the funds requested, or turn down the proposal
completely.

(e) Balance of Capital Fund -- this is the sum of items
(a) through (d).

2. Expenditures for Capital Budget

After completing the Capital Improvement Project worksheet,
the Politicians can easily fill in items (a) awl (b). Item
(c) is taken from the Capital Budget on the printout.

f(t
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Exam12,;:

"OCJ
..10.FL

i

2
4

h

t.

ft

5

7

1047

80
RC
60
!I
t6
SI
It

69
37
tC
71
V
37
IA
tf
AS
71
8?

t.

t(CAIEr
IN

AA It

AA 24
AA 7!
aA 14
AA te

AO 22
AA 27
AA L5

AA 29

AA 17

AA IS

AA 19

AA If

AA 18

AA 17
AA 2S

AA 78
AA 2!
OA 27
AA 21
AA 77
AA it

AA 16

AA 11
AA 22
AA 24
AO I4

(PI
IRPACT

AA
AA

A6

Al

o il

*AR('
Ramo
A6
Ccusty
aaRLI
IA
AA
AA
wARC
JUR
0#

AA
AA

AA
ROFIC

1A
AA
AA
AA
AA
*ARO
AA

TrF

ACRES
L'FC

0.5

,S4
2.5
C.5

C.5

0.5
0.!

FctIttIRO CAPITAL IPPROVERERT PROACTS WERE CARRIED IAA CYCLE 1

41ActLDE$ PUTTYEAR PRCJECTS APPRCVEC IR PREVIOUS CTCLIS1

Fut(FT TITLE FLACK
LAIFCCAt PK POKC

1REE) , RE$1.11FACl/iC CF SECCRCAPY SMITS
SIRtETS RESURFACIAG CF SECCROARV STREETS
STREET.P NICER SEC(RCAFIF STREET

.6TRIFT CC
.102111k

ASIRLCI RE101,4CO*CCC STREETS
UNSTRUCT REIGtiCRRCOC STREETS

sfi/feIS CCNSTRLCT PRIPARV STREET SEGREhT
STREETS 1111(111 FRIRDAv TRCRCUCtFORt 110

STREETS CCI4STALCT SfCCNCARV STREET
wISC.

IIC

AIRPCRT RLAtAy IPPARSICR CCLILTI, lil

RISC. fAFARC ARC ITERCRATE FIR( STITICK 104

IERERS CERSTRLCI Aft KEICRICPKCC SANITARy SLIER
PARKREC DtVELCF AAD ECLIP TO (LT
RATER ERFANC AREA WEI( PAINS 104

FORIA,REC CfVfLOP FALL Flfte
RISC. 'mix REA CEPPLAITT LIERARv 105

STREETS PARRIAC (CT RAVIRC A( PARKIN( 105

PAAKREC REPLACE PLAVGROLNC EOLIPPEK7
St4cPS EAPAAC STERP SIKER CAPACITY
PAROOLEC CEVELCF ARC ECLAT! ICI LLI
FARO,FEC Mint FICRIC FACILITIES 105

RISC. REIGR8CTINCCC CERTER REACNATICA ICS

SENERS ERFARC STEP* SEKER CAPACITY' 10!

STREETS PARKING LCT PAtIRG ARC PARRIAG
FARR.FEL CENEIEF ARE FCLIF T(T LET
fAAK,AEC FEPLACE PlARCKCURC EWLIPMERY
PAPA,AFL RFFLOCE FICRIC FACILITIES
RISC. NETChRCRI-CLC LERIFIT RINCVATICA

ICTAI CISPURSERENTS ICTRER TUN LANCI

CYCIES
TO Auk

I

1

1

2

2 *

2

2 A

2

1 *

i

I

I

3

I

? A

I

I

I

1

1

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

IR CYCLE

$

$

$

$

$

6

A

I

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

S

i

11:

$

A

S

:

$

I S

By adding up the annual cost of all those projects that have

an asterisk in the cclumn "CYCLES TO RUN", the Politicians
will have calculated the "SUM OF ANNUAL COSTS" for all con-

tinuing Irojects. In this example, it is equal to $885,000.

The arrow between items (b) and (d) means that the same num-
ber is being used again. Item (e) is just the sum of items

(c) and (d).

Item (f) is item (11) of the Capital Budget on your output:
"ENCUMBERED FOR PROJECTS NOT YET COMPLETED" (items marked by

asterisks in preceeding table). Item.(g) is the same as

item (c).

Item (h) is the sum of the "ENCUMBERED FUNDS FOR NEW PROJECTS"

and the "SUB TOTAL" calculated after item (g). This value is

the sum cf all encumbered or committed funds for all old and

new Capital Improvement Projects.

Item (i) -- "TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUNDS" is taken from

the section above - "REVENUE GENERATION FOR THE CAPITAL BUDGET"

(Item (e) from the previous calculations).

Item (j) is the total of all land purchases made during this

cycle.

AARtAt
CeS1
,

!CCCI.
nCCC.
9CCCC.
IFCCI.
IFCCC.

iTCOCC.
15(CCC.
PROOC.WM.
ICCCC.
tCCCC.
PCCC.

ttCCC.
C72XI.

7CCCC.
4CCC.
510C.

LC .

CC .
5lS;C:C:11

ACCC.
!.(CC.

ILCI:
5CCC.

112ACCC.
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Item (k) is the same as item (e).

If the Ralance of Capital Fund is zero or positive, there is

enough money to finance all existing and new projects this

year. (We also need to know whether there are enough funds

for next year.) If there is a negative amount, then the Pol-

itician will have to increase his Revenue Generation for the

Capital Budget (Section 1),or else not initiate all of the

new projects during the current year.

Item (1) is the 6% interest that is added to any surplus, in

the Capital Budget. Item (n) is the same number as item (h).

Item (o) is the "UNENCUMBERED RALANCE" or non-committed funds.
If the Unencumbered Balance is positive there will be a sur-

plus in the Capital Budget. A negative number means that a

deficit will result after all payments have been made. It may

not occur for several cycles, but unless other sources of

revenue are generated, the deficit is inevitable.

id A* 3 AA WATER mAJoR REPAIRS TO NEIGNSCONCOD WATER NAINS I $ 3100C.
61 AA 6 AA 0.5 PANN.REC CEVELCP ANC EQUIP VESTPOORET PARR I $ 130110.

61 AA 9 AA 0.5 mAmx.REC DEVELOP AND EQLIP VESTPOOKET PARA I * 20000.

6v 6A 12 AA 1.0 RAARIPAEC CCASTRUCT POUR TENNIS COURTS I * 35000.

69 AA 11 OA 6AAR.REC REPLACE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT 1 $ 8000.

86 AA $ JUR S.0 mISC. CCASTAUCT A NEW CITY MALL 102 5 6 $ 300000.

80 AA 1 84 mISC. AEIGPOCRKCC CENTER ExPANSION 2 0 II 40000.

4R AA 3 AA MISC. NEIGNICRICOO CEATEO EXPANSION z $ 6000C.

PP AA 4 AA MISC. NEIGmECROICC CENTER EXPANSION 2 0 1 40000.

6.
TOTAL 01511LRSEPENTS MINER TOW LA601 IN CYCLE 1 * 743000.

v. TrytAE LAND PURCMASES IA CYCLE I $ 211425.

R. 0ALANCE REMAINING IN CAPITAL FUN0 $ 1097575. RINE s MOILS EINES 6 *NE Tt

c. IKTEREST 06 IIALANCE = s ASOSA.

I. 1:TAL CARRIED TO CYCLE 2 $ 1163429.

rNtuARFRED FOR RRCJECTS ACT YET CCRPLETEC ADOVE/Am $ 1320000.

11. 104FNCUMBERED SALAKE $ '136311.

IV. DEBT RETIREMENT FUND

As stated before, -die Politician must keep track of two budgets: the

Operating Budget, and the Capital Budget. Moreover, he must elk) keep

track of his Debt Retirement Fund. If a Politician initiates a Capital
Improvement Project that is to be paid through the sale of long-term

General Obligation Bonds by next cycle, payments will have to be initiated

which include both the principal and the interest due on these bonds.

To find out how much is owed this cycle and to see if the Politician

has had enough money generated to meet the minimum payment, the

Politician should turn to the section of his output that is entitled

"FINANCING OF CAPITAL FUND OF JURISDICTION" and look at Sections 1

and 2. Section 1 reads "GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS IN EFFECT." Listed

here are all the General Obligation Bonds that have been passed in his

jurisdiction during all previous_cycles. On the right band side,
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entitled "PAYMENT DUE IN CYCLE", he can see the principal and interest

that must be paid this cycle, and the total amount due for a given

bond. At the bottom of the column is the grand total for the cycle.

This total is the payment that the jurisdiction must make. The last

item listed under Section 2 is "TOTAL DEBT RETIREMENT FUNDS AVAILABLF

FOR CYCLE" (Refore Transfers from the General Fund, if any). The

dollar amount listed is how much money is available right now without

transferring any money from the Operating Budget.

v Take the "TOTAL DEBT RETTREMENT FUNDS AVAILAKE FOP

Cy=" tvia sr&tract the total payment due this cycZe.

Fzunple:

Total Debt Retirement Funds Available for Cycle 2 = 2106106

General Obligation Bonds Payment Due = 2011142

...-
1 REIRC-OPEX -- 9/ 9171
. PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTICN CONT*01.

Surplus or Deficit = 94,864

(4-) (-) (+)

FCLITICIANS. JURISDICTION I

FINANCINC OF CAPITAL FUND OF JURISDICTION I

CYCLE 1, PACE 14
TEAM I

1. GENERAL OBLIGATION SCADS IN EFFECT --

PRINCIPAL INTEREST CYCLES UNOERPATRENT PAYPEAT DUE IN CYCLE 2

NUP CLISTAACING RATE TO RUN IN CYCLE I PRINCIPAL INTEREST TC7OL

r s 3444c47 1.4C IC S 0. 1 343600. $ 51840. 1 197440.

3 5 1267916. 1.73 12 $ 0. 5 272,26. $ 57189. $ 129s1S.

4 3 1481249. 3.4C 16 i 0. $ 925111. 1 31544. $ 14442?.

3 3 1197724. 2 .75 22 1 0. $ 1433SI. 1 87937. 5 2332P5.

6 $ 2419244/. 5.00 20 1 C. I 14462f. $ 141123. $ 29979C.

7 $ $417e23. 3.CC 23 $ 0. 5 15014.3. 1 172591. $ 321731.

9 s 1799999. 3.00 16 $ C. $ 112400. 1 54000. 1 166413.

102 6 15ftC00C. 4.30 10 $ 0. 30000. 5 67300. 5 117400.

TOTAL 211341P4.

:. DIRT RETIREPPNT

DEBI 9E719E9E417 oft ItAGES IN EFFECT THROUGH CYCLE

NC. PILLS 1 2 3 4 4

1 4.57

10141 4.50 4.5C 4,50 4.43 4.3" 0.0

TRANSFERS ERGo GENERAL fuNGt CYCLE 1

5LRPLLS CORRIEC FRCP CYCLE il

IT,YAL FUNC PrFORt r,rCLE 1 prrF7475.

%Tat. s.c. PCNE ormilf141% MAC! IN CYCLE 1

SLRPLLS CIf 1^ C yCLE e .017 PERCI51 IkTEPfST

TrIAL NEE 2FT F'aitlaT Fursqs syAtt.ARLE EnFL Curtf ?

IFIEFraF TRAASFERS ritCY CE$ERat. EUNC, IF ANY)

Sr)

6

$ 7(111142.

RES/Eft:FS -- CYCLE I EvENUS -- CYCLE

$ 1cp,!F4t. 211olott.

$ IsP5F6t. s 2c4cS2).

1/1010.

C.

$ 209?,46.

$ 2C1°039.

4 6t.s76.

4 ?1,1h1 116.
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If the total is zero or positive this means that there are enough
funds in the Debt Retirement Fund to cover at least this year's

expenditures. Any surplus will be carried over, with 6% interest, for

the next cycle's use.

If the total is negative there are twooptions available to the Poli-

tician. First, he can decide to transfer the amount needed to cover

the deficit directly from his Operating Budget. If this is the option

desired, go directly to Part IV - The Operating Budget - and under

"P" list the amount of money that is to be transferred to Debt Retire-

ment.

The second option involves submitting a special debt retirement ref-

erendum to the voters. The Politician will circulate this referendum

among the other players explaining why the special debt retirement

millage is needed. Each player will then either approve or disapprove

the special millage. The more players approving this special pillage,

the better the chance of its passage. Debt Retirement Millages are

usually short term, since long term taxes areoften voted down by

the people in the community. Promotional expenditures may be made to

help the passage of the special millage. If any promotional expepdi-

tures are to be made, Item K of the Operating Budget should show the

amount of money spent. The Politicians have.the option of resubmit-
ting this referendum one more time if it is voted down the first time.

The referendum is put back on the ballot at a reduced rate of 15% of

the original millage rate. This occurs in the computer in the same

cycle if the issue is to be resubmitted to the voters. If the SpecialDebt

Retirement Millage is defeated and not enough money is available in

your Debt Retirement Fund to meet this cycle's payment (total is neg-

ative), an underpayment penalty will be added to the payment due next

cycle.

Instructions: Fill in column Z with the number ofyeaxe the Special

Debt Retirement Millage is to run. Ehter the mrillage rate in column

2. Enter promotion expenditures, ifony, in column 3. Check caw:71 4

if you want the referendum to be resubmitted to the matere. nen take

the opinion poZZ of as many players in the game as. poseble.

Example:

Special Debt Retirement Millage

1:211OUMUer UL
Years to Run

nx4idgc
Rate

KKUMUL1UU
Expenditure

(if any)

AL vt.71.WU LAVIVAL,

should it be
resubmitted.

,
3

.

3.7 $5,000 yes

.

,

.

4

The form Pr polling the gamed players is found in Section V of the

Worksheet.
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In the case of all funding requests submitted to the voters, including
Gneral Obligation Bonds, Spectal Millages and raises in the Tc,ca!
Limir, the opinion of the gamed players is submitted to the Voter
Response Model. As many players as possible should record their opin-
ions on the form in Section V.

1),..u.,..tions: In column 7 state whether the issue is a Speci.2l

5 raise in the Local Li"mit. In column 2 enter tne OflL cr .:17age

v, appropriate. In column 3, jot down the purpose of tht: fd-
request (this entry is optional, but useful Pr getting opirions

cr,f?klii). Finally, each player should record a YES or a NO vote in

the column corresponding to his rote.
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I. ELITE OPINION POLL

Central County Pol.
Ward 1

ISSUE
NO.

ALTER

t.

5-1

POLITICIAN'S WORKSHEET

Cycle Number

Central County Pol.

ISSUE
NO.

Central County Pol.
Ward 3 Ward 2

ALTEa
ISSUE

i ALTER
NO. 1

-4



SECTION 5. SAMPLE POLITICIAN WORKSHEET

Preface

After the Elite Opinion Poll is completed, it is recommended that the Debt

Retirement Fund be completed next. Afterwards, the Operating Budget and

the Capital Budget should be done in whatever order the Politician feels

most comfortable. This worksheet is only a guideline and can be modified

if the Politician wishes to vary his approach.



I. EIITE OPINION POLL

County Pol.
Suburb

ISSUE
NO.

ALTER

POL1fICIAN'S WORKSHEET

County Pol.
Twn. I

ISSUE
NO.

ALTER

County Pol.
Twn. 2

Cycle Number

Central City
Pol. at Large

ISSUE ISSUE
ALTER

NO. NO.
ALTER

County Pol.
at Large

ISSUE
NO.

ALTER
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Central City Politician ( ) Cycle Number

County Politician C )

II. OPERATING BUDGET

A. Estimation of Revenue Generation through Increases in the Millage

1. Item "F" of "Operating Budget Revenue Generation"

2. Divide Line 1 by 1000 for 1 mill increase

3. Multiply Line 2 by millage increase

4. Expected increase in revenues

B. Change in Operating Millage

Change the
Operating Millage

Yes No

Total New
Millage
Rate*

C. Raise Local Limit

Number of
Years to Run*

Millage Promotion If voted down,
Increase* Expenditures* should it be

(if any) resubmitted*
Yes No

This requires a public referendum. You need to get the opinions of
as many players in the room as is possible. The form far polling
the gamed pZayers is found in Section V of the Worksheet.

D. -Special Programs

New Special
Program Number*

Locationw ot Funding Cost per
Year

Is Required
Capital Project
in Existence?*

_Method
Operating
Budget

Special--\

Millage*

-

Total Cost of Special Programs
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E. Special Millages

Special
Millage

No. of Years
Special

Millage Runs*

No. of
Mills*

Promotional
Expenditures*

(if any)

If voted down,
should it be
resubmitted?*
Yes No

1

2

3

4

5

This requires a separate public referendum. You need to get the
opinions of as many players in the room as is possible. The form for
polling the gamed players is found in Section V of the Worksheet.

F. Cash Transfers (to other players)

Player* Amount* Reason

, ervl
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G. Change in Operating Expenditures

1. City Change in Operating Expenditures

Category: % Total
$ Amount*

Revenue*
OR(A) Legislative and Executive _AMEECK&__

(13) Planning
(C) Financial
(D) Judicial
(E) Fire and Police
(F) Parks & Recreation--salaries & raintenance
(G) Water & Sewers--salaries & maintenance
(H) Refuse Collection
(I) Streets--salaries & maintenance
(J) 2Mployee Benefits
(K) Public Relations (Promotion Expenditures)

(1) Special Debt Retirement Millage
(2) General Obligation Bonds
(3) Raising Local Operating

Millage Limit
(4) Special Millages

Total Promotional Expenditures

(L) Library
(4) Check Payments to Other Players

(Cash Transfers to other players)
(N) Special Programs

(1) New Special Programs
Annual Cost

(2) Continuing Special Programs
on Listing (those with
asterisks)
Total Cost of Special Programs

AESXXXEL_

=DM=
(0) Transfer to Capital Fund XXXXDcXX
(P) Transfer to Debt Retirement JORDOXXIL_

XXXXXXXX - percentages do not apply to those categories. Please Niter
dollar amount only.
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2. Counly Change in Operating Expenditures

Categor::

(A) Legislative & Administrative
(i.e., Planning, Financial, etc.)

(B) Judicial
(C) Public Safety
(D) Parks Authority
(E) Public Works Maintenance
(F) Public Health
(G) APCO (Budget Worksheet)
(H) Welfare and Hospitalization
(1) Road and Street Maintenance
(J) Employee Benefits
(K) Public Relations (Promotional Expenditures)

(1) Special Debt Retirement Millage
(2) General Obligation Bonds
(3) Raising Local Operating

Millage Limit
(4) Special Millages

Total Promotional Expenditures

Total
$ Amount'z

Revenue*
OR

(L) Library
(M) Check Payments to other Players XXXXXXXX

(Cash Transfers to other Players)
(N) Special Programs

(1) New Special Programs
Annual Cost

(2) Continuing Special Programs
on Listing (those with
astericks)
Total Cost of Special Programs xxxxxxxx

A

(0) Transfer to Capital Fund XXXXXXXX
(P) Transfer to Debt Retirement _DIDOUCCUL__
(Q) Transfer to Roads Capital Fund 20% of Road

Commission ?evenues

XXXXXXXX - percentages do not apply to those categories. Please enter
dollar amount only.
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CAPITAL BUDGET

A. Revenue Bonds

...i..111,...a.sow,..

Bond

1

LIWiA15,....i.

Category*
40.71%..MG .{.,..1.1. ilkOlGVI.MAG

Bond to Run*
IIIV.I.a.fiik.

2

3

4
.

5
,

6

7

8

9

Total for all Revenue Bonds

B. General Obligation Bonds

Pa-........

Obligation
Bond

1

"......0....

Category*
.,,,.....,

to Run* Expenditure
(if any)*

Submit*

,3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total for All General Obligation Bonds $

BE SURE TO LIST ALL PROJECTS ON NEXT PAGE!

Each General Obligation Bond requires a separate public referendum.
You need to get the opinions of as many players in the room as is
possible. The form Pr polling the gamed players is found in
Section V of the Worksheet.
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C. Capital Improvement Projects

Project
No.*

Location* Method of Funding Total
Cost*

Cycles
to Run

Annu.1'

CostCapital
Budget

Revenue
Bond*

G.O.
Bond*

-

,

,

_..

Total Cost of all New Projects

Total Annual Cost

D. Land Purchases

Ad*LIG.1.4W rirl- VC1%.,

Dev*
ig,MPUG

Cat.*
AIM'. WA.

Units* or
411W0

Acres* Price/Unit* Price

I

A

p
1.-

_ I_

Total Land Purchases

E. Cash Flow of Capital Budget

1. Revenue Generation for Capital Budget

(a) Balance of capital fund carried forward
(Item 10 of Output)

(b) New Bond Sales
Total for all new Revenue Bonds
Total for all new G.O. bonds
Sum of new bonds
Total Bond.Sales
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(c) New Transfers from General Fund
Capital Roads Fund (Co. only)
Total Transfers from General Fund

(d) New Special Grants
State Money
Federal Money

Sum of Outside Funds

(e) Total Capital Improvement Fund

2. Expenditures for Capital Budget

(a) Total Costs of all new projects
--(b) Total Annual CoSt of new projects

Encumbered Funds for new projects

-(c) Sum of Annual Costs on printout°1
4.-(d) Total Annual Costs of new projects

-(e) Total Disbursement (other than
land)

(0 Encumbered Funds for projects not
yet completed (item 11 from
printout)

--0.(g) Sum of Annual Cost on printoue

SUB TOTAL

(h) Encumbered Funds for all projects
(i) Total Capital Improvement Fund
(j) Total land purchases this cycle

SUB TOTAL

w.(k) Total Disbursements (other than
land)

Balance of Capital Funds for next
cycle

(1) 6% Interest on Balance
(m) Total carried to next cycle
(n) Encumbered Fund for all old and

new projects
(o) Unencumbered Balance

M

.06

1. Note: Items (c) and (g) may be determined by totaling the Multi-year
Projects from the Capital Projects Printout (those marked by asterisks).
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IV. DEBT RETIREMENT FUND

A. "Total Debt Retirement Funds Available for Cycle"

B. Total payment due for all General Obligation Bonds

Total

Special Debt Retirement Millage

M411fterch

flok

LIEWWWC1 WA LGR10,

to Run*
441;16715,

Rate*
aaWWW6,40WILI LadUrA.4%.ii.ataGe.

if any*
;a Iraft.c.a MWW4a,

should it be
resubmitted?*

Each Special Debt Retirement Millage requires a separate public ref-
erendum. You need to get the opinions of as many players in the room
as is possible. The form for polling the gamed players is fbund in
Section V of the Wbrksheet.
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V. FORM FOR POLLING PLAYER OPINION

Bond, Millage or
Raise in Local Limit

Number (if
Bond or Mill

Purpose (if
appropriate)

Develo.ers (7) Industrialists (7)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Ct,

1

.

f

-

1

-T

.--.

r



Ll 411,

'f

te)1
Developers (7) Industrialists (7) Planners Pol.

APCO2 3 4 5I67 l23 4 5 6 7 Cty Co. Reg Cty Co.
r

4-

. ..-

t

1

,

,

,

,

IIII 11111

Ell
111.



PETRC-APEX 9/ 9/71
PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTICN CONTROL

ARFFERFNIIUM
NUmPER

TYPE OF ACTTCh RECUESTEC

CCUNTY OCARC CF SUPERVISORS --

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES FROM CYCLE 1

BL IP IT ING ACTION TAK

Into SPEC. OPER. PILLAGE 0.1 PILLS
IC4 BCKD ISSUE $ 3210011.
115 POND ISSUE $ mrcr.
11C BOND ISSLE $ 475'100.
111 BCNO ISSUE 501000.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTICNS PY CCIiNT

SALES
(UP FCR SALE ARF) (AT)

AA X UNITS OF roll$/U OR
CtiCR ACRES TYPF liFWACRE

dee-

1

18

17

25

27

16

21

TCTALS

I/
//

Sal TCTAL //
X PRICE //

(PIC FOR
X LKITS

OR ACRES

ARE)
CF

TYPE

If C.5 V-0

// 5.0 V-0
// 4.1 V-D

// 7.5 V-D

// c.s

// 0.5 V-D

// 1.5 V-C

// 0.5 V-04:

~,1114.i/ 4a
Atti 76ia- etzo

NnTE -- IF LCCAL GCV'T CR CCUKTY ilUYS CR SELL PUPLIC LANC, IT BECC

Aa 4,4a4z6w Aidead ead4z406
ide.46 dcititel Aiiocuai 47,0404/ 4etee:4&

lizicadzU at '5,4.0E4 ,stee/E/

/10-6- addezia41

4V14'

B OiriztideA

121A
dot



:UNTY PCARC CF SUPERVISORS --

LANFOUS NOTES FROM CYCLE I

BLIMITING ACTION TAKEN

CYCLE 1, PAGE 86
TEAM 1

PASS
PASS IF: a
PASS
PASS

VOTER RESPCNSE MI111442
TURNOUT PC FAVORING RESULT

PASS E 004614

TATE TRANSACTICKS PY CCUKTY PCAPC

42317. 54.9
47317* 69;.4
42307* 65.4
47117. 67.4
42107.

F 6"

PUPCHASFS

PASS
PASS IF: a
PASS
PASS

SELL PUPLIC LANC, IT BECCMES VACANT

// (PIC FOR ARE) (AT) /
TCTAL // X IKITS CF $/U CR FRCP / POUGHT CFMOL. TOTAL
PRICE 1/ OR ACRES TYPE $/ACRE / X COST COST

//
////
//
//
//
//
//

diiii,9Atzdza4tAezfv
elg" Ky2. /a, iAvi4a,4444/
fet d o; Afi.,- eded evif.

641 dre.0 aai/he :;41,; tate

1. 01(//4"4/4X41446/J
$ 226823.

)76t4u=
#.21)

CR SELL PUPLIC LANC, IT BECCMES VACANT

&1/4

14,41,x4

ago 1

t-
o?*

&1/4

14,41,x4

ago 1

t-
o?*

B Odziiididit,49/Attezedizia/47tdAsezzifrv
eilige") ,Knyi26. /vat, idAvv4i14eat,"4,444-44/
ffebti ad/ /ow; AAfrie.&,4- eidgeed/ vetvaisfe.

64401 dorde4 .t0 aeari//ehkee #:6;f441°,4; tealtiev



YCLE 1 PAGE 86
F AR 1

RESP
) FAVOR ING

DQ,Leeidia4z,iiew ,,i4w f 6044i &added itze4dbetedet

CN SE tr., 11?141 dditi,lif a1114/1

C
1RESULT.=

gladetd& azildiAtimipx.Maiurnirmide&A")PASS
PASS
PASS
PA SS
PASS

CFmni_ .
COST

TOTAL
COST

0. $ 28635.

0. $ 57600.

F
yeiti4teleeoyi.

G499 etfelt /ild,/,ix4e t44147 1%cd"
tiLitte44(1 #/td hat

ANP AVA IL BL E

1. $ 9-1750.

$ 19188.

1. $ 13500.

1. $ 3010

0. $ 11251.

Azeitt_

if: v_eie,44ti

dazdrt J ,th.,6444ke
,,tmi4zregoz z,

42.aete,&i>

47a4ia

arele ad47relece-14sz_jr,d4r4e4e
a41 eatet.a.

7121.4L da isza ./Wa#

404eAkfaviv) Aidia/nezrAZA
1Aiii,Agoe,e4; th_, L,A.44°Agege,

p/,4eadie. %.44, qeh ,e4 spageir A4/
;fiAe* taoitt4p rae Iteroid af.40a-Acel



PETROAPEX -- q/ 9/71 CCUNTY BCARC CF SUPERVISORS --PRINCIPLES CF AIq POLLUTION CCNTROL

CURRENT PROPERTY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE

IDEVELORFD RESIDENTIAL IN UNITS, ALL CTHER VALUES ARE jh A

//
//
//
/i

AA STATIC // RI
//

1

2

3

4

5

6

RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE

R-2

//
/I

/KULTIPLE //
//

R-3/ M- 1 4-2 //
//

N C N
CONIMBRCIAt

LOCAL REGIO's

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKS, ETC. = 3.0 ACRES, STREETS ANC

PUBLIC BUILCINGS, PARKS, ETC. = 0.0 ACRES, STREETS AND

PUBLIC PUILCINCS, PARKS, ETC. = 11.c ACREs, STREETS ANC

RUELIC BUILCINGS, PARKS, ETC. = 0.0 ACRFS, STREETS AND

PUBLIC RALEINGS, PARKS, ETC. = C. ACRES, STREETS AND

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKS, ETC. = O.0 ACRES, STREETS ANC

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKS, ETC. = 20.0 ACRES, STREETS ANC

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKE, ETC. = 71C ACRES, STREETS ANC

PUBLIC BUILCINGS, PARKS, FTC. = O.0 ACRES, STREETS ANC

PUBLIC BUILCINCS, PARKS, ETC. = C.0 ACRES, STREETS AND r

PUBLIC euurtNes, PARKS, ETC. = ACRFS: STREETS ANC T

PUBLIC BUILDINCS, PARKS, ETC. = 0.0 ACRES: STREETS ANC c

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKS, ETC. = 1.1 ACRES, STRE2TS ANC r



BCARC CF SUPERVISORS

HOLCINGS AFTER CYCLE

ALL CTHER VALUES ARE IN ACRES)

CYCLE It PAGE RT
TEAM 1

// NCNRESICENTIAL
IPLE // COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL / OFFICE / AGRICLLT

M2 //
//

1.0 ACRES,

O.0 ACRES,

n.0 ACRES,

C.0 ACRFSt

C.1 ACRES,

n.0 ACRES,

20.0 ACRES,

7f7 ACRES,

O.0 ACRFSt

C.0 ACRES,

1.(1 ACRcSt

,1.0 ACRES,

1.1 ACRES,

LOCAL REGIONAL / 1OCAL

STREETS ANC RIGI-TOF-WAY =

STREFTS AND RIGHT-CFWAY =

STOFETS ANC RICA-TCFIttY =

STREETS AND RIGHT-CFi4AY =

STREETS AND RIGHTCFWAY =

STREETS ANC RICI.TOFWAY =

STREETS ANC RICFTOF-WAY =

STREETS ANC RICFT-CF-WAY =

STREETS ANC RIGHTCFWAY =

STREETS AND RIGHT-rF-loAY =

STREETS ANn R1GHT-OF-WAY =

STREETS ANC RTGHT-0.-=-WAY =

STREETS ANC RICFT-OFWAY =

. EXCG. / EXCGo/

211.1 ACRES

145.1 ACRES - -----------
224.5 ACRES

116.0 ACRES

?96.4 ACRES
B

4,441e4(012e 41. ACRES ,r

231.7 ACRES grit
2R1.0 ACRES

13R.1 ACRES

42q.6 ACRES

445,6 ACRES

f1.5.f ACRES

561,1 ACRES

Avid

411 (This table con
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(rhis tale continued from page 8-3) COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS CURRENT PROPERTY HOU

14 pupLic eunrINGs, DAPKst FTC, = .r ACRFS. STRFETS

15

16

17

1P.

lq

2^

?I

77

22

24

25

76

7 7

2E

2C

VACANT //60,mn

PUPLIC PUTICINCS, PARKS,

PLRLIC R1It0INGSt PARKS,

PUBLIC RUILIINIC,St PARK!,

PURLIC BUTL0INGSt PARKS,

PUPLIC PUILCINGSt PARKS,

PUPLIC FUIICINCS, PARKS,

PUNA(' PUILCINCS, PARKS,

PUPLIC eL11rINGS, PARKS,

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PARKS,

PURLIC BUILCINGS, PARKS,

PURLIC RUILCYNCS1 PARKS,

PUCLIC emcmcs, PARKS,

PUDLIC PLILCINCSI rARKSt

PUBIIC BLIMINqS, FARKS,

PUBLIC BUILRINGS, PARKS,

FTC.

FTC.

FTC.

FTC.

ETC,

C.r

FTC.

FTC.

FTC.

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

ETC.

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

1,C ACRE,

45.5 ACRES,

2.5 ACRFct

5.0 ACRES,

1.c. ACRES,

15.0 ACRES,

f'.5. ACRES',

n.0 ACRES,

^1 ACRES,

53.0 ACRES,

17.5 ACREc

n.0 ACRES,

1.5 ACRES,

ito.n ACRES,

IC00.1 ACRES,

STREETS AN

STRFFTS AN

C70EPTS tN

STREETS AN

sTP17FTs AN

STREETS At

STRCF Av

STREFT5 Am

STREETS tN

STREFTS AN

STREETS At\

STREFTs AN

STREETS AN

STREETS AN

STRFETS 09t,



SUPERVISORS CURRENT PROPERTY HOLDINGS AFTER CYCLE I (Developed Residential in units, all other values ar-

e`..f ACoFs, STREFTs ANC RIGHT-CF-WAY = 11416.1 ACRES

ACREs, STREETS AND RfGHT-rF-ttAY = 21A.7 ArREs

45.5 ACRES, STRFFTS ANC RT(71-,T-CF-WAY = 2v1.? ACRES

2.5 ACRES, ST0EFTS ir 0TCET-CF-WAV = 711,6 ArPFS

5.r. ACRES, STREETS ANC QICI-T-CF-WAY = ?ithipn ACRFS

ACRES, CTPUTc AND 7Tr,HTCFWAY = 211.1 ACRES

15.(7 ACRES,

^4.5 ACREF,

1.0 ACRES,

1., ACRES,

C.^ r.r

STRFFTs Anr 91(;hT-rF-4.AY = 261.3 ArPFS

STRcPic ANn RiGHT-CF-$.4AY = 211.5 ACRES

STREETS ANC RIGHT-nF-WAV = 63q.I ACRES

STREETS ANC RICFT-rF-WAV = (C(7,7 ACRES

5).0 ACRES, STREETS tuvr Pro-T-r7F-w1ly = iloq.1 ArRgs

17.5 ACRES,

n,C ACRES,

1.5 ACRES,

ito.n ACRES,

= IC00.1 ACRES,

STPFETS ANC RP7f-T-rF-WAY = 24.5 ACRES

STREETs AND RIGHT-CF-bAY = P477 ACRES

STREETS ANC PP;1-T-OF-hAV = ACPFS

STRFFTS ANC RIGVT-CF-WAY = FC2.c ACRES

STREETS ANC PICI-T-DE-WAY = ACRES



ial in units, all other values are in acres)
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REV:Pr-40FX C,
PRINCTRLFS OF AIR PCIALTICk CCNTRa

rruNiy R14RO OF cuPERVIsnRs

CPFPAT1NG PLOSFT Ik FPFF1T DURIKG Cy(

1. TAX REVENUF TrTAL AcSESSEC VALUP. FAX rF CYCLF.

B4,07eza

CTHER REVENUE
A. LICENSES AND PERMITS 62
P. SF0VIrFS*
C. CTHFF rENERAL
n. 5R!CIA1 GRANTS
F. CF-EC( rFonSITS FROM rThER RLAYFOS

0`/Afte

17F?c2C124.
X 0.cis f

Ladle4t.,
ct1416qR66.

wX
= Tr,TAL PPCPF0TY

"at. (?1,4.4.4e/e/46Leizeccv)

4kxci4a,,,
F. LAnn SALEC
C. ROAD CflmMISSION A.Z.ti a,/

9EFICIT nct suRoLus FROM CYCLE C (WITH 6 PERCFNT INTCREST)

3. TOTAL GENERAL (CPERATING) FUNC

4. IPFRATINC EXPENDITURES
A. 1FGT51ATIVE AND ADNINISTRATIVF
R. JurIcIAL
C. PLBL1C SAFFTY
r PARK AuTHvITY
F. rURLIC WORKS MAINTENANCE
F. PUBLIC HEALTH
C. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL OFFICF
H. WFLFARE ANC 1-OSPI1A1I7ATION
I. 00AD E STREET MAINTENANCE
J. FforLrYEE PENEFTTS
K. PIPLIC RELATICNS
L. LIBRARY
m. 0-FCK PAYPFNTS TO CTFER PLAYERS
N. sPECTAL PRrGRAMS (LISTING NEXT PAGE)

1E: 0. TRANSFER In CAPITAL FUND
P. TRANSFER TC DEPT RETTREVENT
C. TRANSFFR TC ROACS CAPITAL FLADI

(INumur IN CAPITAL Fon)

5. TCTAL rPERATINC EXPENCITURFS

11124-r-

PFRCENT OF PFR CAPT1
6.57
7.2,7
c,pr
3.5n
7.5'

27.4C
7;1.60

P 2

1.31 1.7S1/1.

1.44
12.41
1.IC
g .20

1.14.0

1."
1.716
m rl
mo7R

724.C4
4.1S

CS .76J

6. NFT SUqFLUS CR DEFICIT TC PE CARRIFC FOPhARO TO CYCLE 2

A Apixhiaiiiidc/44//4h
AM frx)a4.7 Aza4e.zze_ 6,46c cAtia

fiv,644) kw

oizeZ E



"UNTy RlatRO riF cUPERVISnRS

PLI1r;FT FrFFCT OUP (NC, CvcLr 1

CvCLc r 1.A1C?.SP4.
x (1,c15 (STATF E

161416Q996. (TrT AL Eitwee( Liee.dt4 4,1'. (TOTAL 0
Tr.TAL QQCQFQTY TAX F-rP

PFRC

('IA! 17W'
COM_ I TEC
PER A TTNC:

nPFRATTN

FKTAcF rF
1.c?
3.cto
1.7P

n.n

41.4 e.-0 2 Qr
r.

fIERCFNT IIVTIQEST1 11.97

CYC1. F
Tr AV

0N F )
VAt UF 1
mILLS)
r RIM cci

.0

PACF PP

$ 7Err'ns.

17"ar`,
P1750

nf.
11E1 773S.

471'1917.

Ct 4s2695"%

PFRCENT nF .06.57
.7.2^
Coat"
3.51
2!('
3 .91
1.41

77.4C
n .60

Ic

1.31
C.f."
1.44

12.41
1. IC

.7n

qg .76111

PFP APT TN

1,49

FicTANnAQ0 ()FP CANTAG

no CZ"
" 7

774. C4
4.19

1.2S H

. sr;
1.46

1.91
4c) C. 7Q

73q.1R
4,10

AmrIAJT

:::::::37gn11,

/46
151;44;1

44a.4.4,4
1=71:

99164.

967t"le.

PP4.

I

719?Cg.

45161211. ,.ZiX4P-0141:J s

n TO CYCLE 2

E

=,q

11741.

/44 1104,42440eyi ht
42Lttet "dade-x-1 dit

6-1 (-out./ i-ezet

Ad;
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COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

CAPITAL BUDGET

FROM JURISDICTION 5
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Nino RnARD OF SUPERVISCPS

rRCGPARS IN EFFFCT IN CYCLE 1

CYCtE 1, PAGE Fq
TEAR I

DO-42, eseed/y

FUNMED CYCLES NNUAL
PY MILL TO RUN

A

cnsT

V244104.4"
C-FAPILY VathTFER hFLFARP PPI-GRAN lnl D2 *E

.

E Jiace
CET RFVENHF CFmFPATInN

^4.r^ IF:

F
4.17/7 (IF UNCHANGED FRCP CURRENT CYCLF)

4 5 oFVFNUFS CYCtF 7 4.44i4V/IX.1
$ 652Po 4.

O.0 0.r t 657q3. G 4/1/ 4vie 5,

FEFrpF ACP,ING NFW (IMAGE = 4.11(
,JI, 6528o4C96,

rrET IN CYCLF 2 = $ 26764c5.111V E. X F.) 4oetzal

CYCLF

eibt
AtiA

44444Pa

4
$ 26161. (LTCFKsFs aNn PERPATTS) t 'xi A Aa1,4454e4& S 196114, (CFRVICFc)
$ 17115At. (r)THER NnN-TAX REVFNUF)

( 4e' $ 1/1c61S. (RFAC CCPPTSSICN -- SEE NOTE FiELOW)
f r'7?('. (SLPPLLS CR nFF)CIT FRrm oicIF 1)

,//14taci
INAI= s 4735190. TrTAL nPERATING REVENUFS Fno CYCLE 2 iltaii(PPrJFrTEC WITFOIT TAX RATE CHANGE)

LEAST f 4?121., WI-ICF IS 71 PERCENT (IF onAn COMMISSICK RFVENUE
AUTCPATICALLY TRANSFERRED Tr THE CAPITAL FUND

) mUFT RF SPFNT FnR STRFFT PROJECTS.

!Zel.,;77,441

I at' /42,

"a" e

J goottue,

1 14h-

44/Ato 40e
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11111 (This table continued from page 8-9)

COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

SPECIAL PROGRAMS IN EFFECT IN CYCLE
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8-10

(This table continued from page 8-11)

COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS CAPITAL BUDGET FROM JURISDICTION 5

1C. TCTAL CARRIED Tr CYCLE 2 L L. = s 1211(777.

11. ENCUMBERED FOR oRCJECTr tCT VF1 CCNPLETEC 1* ABCVE.1= $ licin1r4/1
12. (iNENCUMBEREC EALANCE N 14 = . 1PC 77.

IJozdiate.-ig/ .A.-ifizek* - oce-eir/ /24-ty

J atti,oziedzeJaf46-7,149,fei, ii4ii4ez-

1.4.44x,,,A azotAlerai60, .46 due-pe4 / ,440clie
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K00,-/t4 Aeinte,iffrx.yeadeue.414-4;141 4ei ,fe-ee
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Volved 6ta2.

M44/ Ali ,4.- Afei itioioa,t1idaa e let,t/
die ,/itte-&. --ye,04,1 1,1-gr:eed., ra,/eoteeat &v.( or

eye.,044.p.,4p/2e.,40.
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mETRn-APEx S/ S/7I
PRIACIPLES CF AIR PCLLUTICN CCNTROL

I. BALANCE OF CAPITAL FUND FRCM CYCLF

2. NEW BCND SALES

3. TRANSFERS FRnM GENERAL FUND

4. SPECIAL GRANTS

-- POLITICIANS, JURISDICTICN 1 --

CAPITAL euccET FOR JURISCICTION I

$ 250.4%,

12; $ 1560000.

$ 469)On.1::

D s c.

5. TCTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND, CYCLE I $ 2r541CC.

THF FOLLOWING CAPITAL IPPRCVEMENT PROJECTS WFRF car
(IACLUCES MULTI-YEAR PROJECTS APPROVEn IN pc..;

Ppol LCCATEDIEECP1 ACRES BUOGET TITLEnusfrf IMPACT USEC CATEGCRY

I AA 8

1 AA 11 AA
1 AA 17 AA

41 AA 13 AA
41 AA 2 AA
41 AA 12 AA
41 AA 13 AA
50 AA 2 aa
50 AA 3 Aa
61 AA 4 AA
61 AA 5 AA
67 AA 12 AA
69 AA 11 AA
E6 AA R JUR
P9 AA I AA
S8 Ais 3 AA
PP AA 4 AA

STREETS
STREETS
STRgFTS
SgwERS
SEWFRS
SEWERS
SEWERS
WATER
WATER

0.5 PARK,RFC
FARK,REC

I.0 PARKIREC
RARK,REC

9C YISC.
YISC.
mISC.
MISC.

RESURFACING OF NEICt-BCRHOOD STREETS
RESURFACIAG CF NEIGHEORHCCC STREETS
RESURFACING OF NEIGHBCRHOOD STREETS
CCNSTRIJCT NEW NEIGHKIRH100 SANITARY
CCASTRICT AEW NEIGHECRHECC STERm SEW;
CCNSTRUCT NEW NEIGHPORNnOD STORM SEUP
CCASTRUCT KEW NEIGI-FORHUT STCRM SFto
MAJOR REPAIRS TC NEIGNBCRHCCD WATER ;

MAJOR REPAIRS TO NFIGPSORH000 WAT0R
CEVELCP AAC ECUIP VEST-POCKFT PARK
CEVELOP ANC EQUIP VFST-POCKET PARK
rrNsIRLCT FOUR TENNIS CCURTS
REPLACE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
CCNSTRLCT A NEW CITY hALL
NEIGhPPRPCCC CENTER EXPANSION
NETGHTRHCOD CENTER EXPANSIrN
NEIGHRrRHCCC CENTER EXPANSION

6.

7. TOTAL LAND PURCHASES IN CYCLE I $161211425.

R. PALANCE REMAINING IN CAPITAL FUNC

TOTAL DISBURSEMENT

- $ ICS7575. (LINE 5

s. INTEREST CN BALANCE
= $ 65654.14:

IL.= $ 1163429.

11. ENCUMBERED FOR PRCJECTS ACT YET CCMPLETFC (* ABDVE)= $ 1120CCAI
12. UNENCUMBERED BALANCE 14= $ -156571.

In. TOTAL CARRIEC TO CYCLE 2

W.!)



ITICIANS, JURISDICTICN I

AL euceET FOR JURISCICTIoN I

250(!0.1k

121 $ 1c6m300.

S 464r01.

= $ ?f540C(7.

APFRCVEMENT PROJECTS wPRF CAPRIEC IN CYCLE I

-YEAR PROJECTS APPROvEn TN PREVIOUS CYUES,)

TITLE

CYCLE
TEAM

FUmCED etCYCLF S
py prto Tr PUN

1,

ING OF NFICH,WRHOOD STRFFTS
CF NEIGI4EORHCCC STRFFTS

ANC OF NEIGHRCRHCOD STRFETS
NEW NEIGHPORWIOD SANITARY SEWER
NEW NEIGHECRHCCC STCRm SFwPP

.T NEW NEIGHPORHoOD STORM SEwFR
:T NEW NEICI-FORHOOC STF:0m SEWFR
:PAIRS TC NETGHLACRHCCD WATER MAINS
'7P4IRS TO NEIGI.,50RHOOD %Om, mAINS
ANC ECUIR VEST-PCCKFT PARK
ANC EQUIP VEST-POCKET PARK
:T FOUR TENNIS CCURTS
RIANT,RoUND EQUIPMENT
:T A NEW CITY (-,ALL
'HCCC CENTER EXPANSION
WOO CENTER ExPANSIrN
.:Hrrc CENTER EXPANSION

= $

= $

Ama)=. $

NI= $

TOTAL DISBURSEMPNTS (OTHER

PAGE 83

Aiusid/i4A
ivelf-//0
Aw&-

141/1/

/Jiwestfe,t.

13 celazz.d6.

geaidatc,_

INIANcfgAL

1 S Elln0
1 $ 7'110.
1 S 9100.

101 1 $ 6110o.
s ygicc,

1 5 35010
1 $ 4nr00.
1 $ 25000.
1 5 33000.
1 $ 1500C,

$ 20000
1 $ 35n0C,

$ Rn00,
102 5 * $ 3000^0.

2 * $ 4000(1,
2 * $ 40000.
2 $ 40000.

THAN LAND) TN CYCLE I $ 745000.

1Cs7575. (LINE 5 MINus LINES 6 ANC 71

65854.1(

1163429.

1120ANII

-156571.

t 9

F
G(

./4-eki460,
ifroat
frza,
gooaride-e



1 I PAGE 83

A4/Avd,/i,*e Ai,u01-0/

4 g4i° 1°r .aga/Affixelfie
Ave& 70*-414 Afee?4 4,411-oe 6WW/Aiee6ide
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411444, IC a
B(JXel Ittar-Z 911c1A-0-e

gaticu-4- e/307Gefe .41LO-X4")

C Oforiadifr f 4k V, 1 444d /iAe.04a
UANNUA L .

IT Cr S T /44vi 4.0",404/0 °Oolf_zep :ea/ +444,

D 4;WIZ /14004 ,?4, 4/tydeetaz6i.e.,feo.rof$ 7n10.

$

$ 619;113n: yittoolli,f4rateie,44,304ae-ae-
$ 35010.

?occc. Aue,art aa.s

s
s 331n1.2"101::404A 4;At4( Apee4046ee )/ilebe-w
$ 4nf,00. ol.

$ 4;gg: itia,/k/54221rel ie., la ?wo?.:esir,e4$

$ 3SnIC.
$ R110,
$ 30VICT. .
$ 4101m,

: 44gQ0°.:1 F d4id,a,rw)
7450n1 . G (Afead,,f.ee4aev iffew..44- ie_.,

_Atekezr, 404_ 0
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1110 (This table continued from page 8-13)

G4.4ed ,zix,fteettee4t/ 4'2411120.ree04-
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RETRC-APEX -- 91 9/71
PRINCIPLES CP tI0 PCLLUTICK CCNTRa

1. GENPRAL CPLIGATION BeNDS IN EFFECT

PRINCIPAL
NUM OUTSTANnING

1^4 S Irmo.
106 $ 2s11o0.
110 $ 475000.
ill $ 5norcr.

CCUKTY OCARO CF SUFFRVISCRS

FlhAhCIhG CF CARITfL FUKC CF JURIS

INTERESTACYCLES
RATE TC RUN

UNPERPAYMENT
TN CYCLE 1

4.50
4.5r
4.5r
4.50

20
2

20
70

0.
1,

0.
TCTAL $ 15.7ecce:.

2. OteT PETIRFMENT
121

nF1T RFTTRFMENT MILLAGES IN EFFECT Nr.Nrc

TtoksFFRs ERCM GENERAL FUNC, CYCLE I

FLRP1US CAPRIE0 FRC" CNCLP

TCTAl PUNC FEFrRE CYCLE I PAYMFNTs

ITTAI C.C. PCNC PAYmENTS ',ACE IN CYCLE 1

SLAPLUS CARRIFn Tn CYCLE 2 + 6.r". PERCENT INTEPFST

TrTAL CFET RETIREmENT FUNCS AVAILAFIE FOP CYCLE 2
(RPFCRE TRANSFERS EPC01 CENERAL PUNE, IF ANY)

1. REVENUE PrNCs IN FEFFCT --E NONE

4. CPFDTT RATING rF JURISCICTIrN s IS I El
A. $ LIMIT ON NFXT G. 0. RnNn SCIA.HT

HIP. INTEREST RATE Ch NEXT C. C. OONC

C. INTFRFST RATE ON NEXT REVENUF BCNr14

S63712384.

4.5

6.n

A diteifyie lazteit 61-7,rtize:Livz)4t tzei,
yet4/14 "eie- eaffiee, ,
izedigel Arez diav a, ,4;xe a,,a,/
/owl w 02e- ge, (ea,14_, (64teleca fit&
&w.f. id



UNTY SCAR° CF SUFERVISCRS

INC rF CAPITAL FUNC CF JURISDICTICIN 5

NTEPFST

CLE 2

IF ANY)

UNrEPPAYmENT PAYMENT
TN CYCLE I PRINrIPAL

IECCC.
111?0.
21750.
?5C0C.

CYCLE I

TEAM I

DUE IN CYCLE
ptriPL:sy

1441n.
17715.
2137.

Le.en44,

"4,r)x-s Wffusttelz
Atea4,//a

PL3

9 PAGE SI

TOTAL

24ncS.
451,25.
47cre.

F147fpn.

520qC,

F S 7P01

011101111110

Ad//deiti/

yd4t4f44
,dhezhe

frtivede
1A00.0pz

4./ioe
//itd-45

DO4a).
iaitzee

E 47a),4ze
idwei,40e.
yit "A_

044a,4,m04/

r1/4"&t9'74t11
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11111 (This table continued on page 9-12 at left)



RETRr-APEX Q/ 9/71
PRINCIPLES OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

CCUNTY BOARC OF SUPERVISORS

PLANNERS RECCPMENE TEE FOLLOWING CAPITAL PROJECTS B.
(IN ADDITION TC THOSE STARRED ABOVE WHICH WILL BE AU'

PRCJ LOCATFO CPI ACRES BUCGET
NUMB IN TMPACT USED CATEGCRY

TITLE

3 WARC6
6 AA 23
6 AA 2R
7 27
7 AA 28
P AA 2Q

17 AA ?C
62 AA 21
63 AA 21
07 AA 8

3c WARC4
43 AA 19
51 44 lE
64 AA 17
41 AA 24
4? AA 24
44 WARPS
45 WARC5
62 AA 24
42 AA 24
45 WARC6
6? AA 14

WARD
AA
AA
AA
AA
W ARC

AA
JUR
JUR
COUNTY
MARC
AA
AA
JUR
AA
OA
WARD
hARD
JUR
AA
WARD
JUR

STREETS
STREETS
STREETS
STREETS
STREETS
STREETS
STREETS

1).n FARKIRFC
21.n PARK,REC

MISC.
SEWERS
SEWERS
WATER

61.0 PARK,REC
SEWERS
SEWERS
SEWERS
SEWERS

10.0 PARKIREC
SEWERS
SEWERS

1C.0 PARK,REC

REPAIR, RESURFACE PRIMARY STREETS
CONSTRUCT NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS
CCNSTRUCT NE1GHPCRHCCC STRFETS
CCNSTRUCT SECONCARY STREET
CCNSTRUCT SECCNDARY STREFT
CONSTRUCT PRIMARY STREET SEGMENT
BLILD NEW BRIDGE
CEVELOP A NATURAL AREA PARK
DEVELOP A NATURE PRESERVE
EXPAND, RENCVATE SHERIFF STATICN C

FXPANC STORM SEWER INTFRGFPTOR SYSTF
CONSTRUCT NEW STORM SEWER TRUNKLINE
EXPAND AREA WATER MAINS
NINEHOLE GOLF COURSE DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRLCT NEW NEIGHRORHCCO SANITARY
CONSTRUCT NEW SANITARY SEWER TRUNKL.
CCNSTRUCT NEW SANITARY SEWER INTERCF
CCNSTRUCT NEW STORM SEWER INTERCEPTC
DEVELOP A NATURAL AREA PARK
CCNSTRUCT NEW SANITARY SEWER TRUNKL
CONSTRUCT NEW STORM SEWER INTERCEPTr
CEVFLCF A NATURAL AREA PARK

TOTAL COST OF PECCMMENCATICNS (NOT INCLUCING LANC)

PRCC
NUM.

ICCATED
IN

PLANNERS RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL PROGRAMS BE
(IN AcrITICK TC TNCSE STARREC ABCVE WEICE WILL BE AUT

REQUIRED
CAPITAL
PROJECT TITLE

COLNTY INSECT CCNTRCL PRCCRAm

TOTAL CCST CF RFCCMMENCATICNS (NOT INCLUDING LAND)



MTV BOARC OF SUPERVISORS

rILLOWING CAPITAL PRCJECTS BE STARTED IN CYCLF 7
ARE') ABOVE %HICH WILL BF AUTOMATICALLY CCKTINUECI

TITLE FuNnEn
RY POND

CYCLES
Tn RUN

TOTAL
cnsT

RESURFACE PRIPARY STREETS
:T NEIGHBORHOOD STREETS
:T KEIGHETRHECC STRFETS

SECCNOARV sTREFT
.T SFCCNDARY STREFT
-T PRIMARY STREFT SEGMENT
,W BRIDGE
A NATURAL AREA PARK
A NATURE PRESERVE
RENCVATE SHERIFF STATICN - COUNTY
STORM SEWFR INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM
:T NE% STORM SEWER TRUNKLINE
-REA wATER MAINS
E GOLF COURSE DEVELCPMENT
.T NEW NEIGHFCRHCCO SANITARY SEWER
:1' NEW SANITARY SEWER TRUNKLINF
71 NEW SANITARY SEWER INTERCEPTOR
:T NEW STORM SEWER INTERCFPTCR
A NATURAL AREA PARK
'T hEW SANITARY SEWER TRUNKLINE
;1' NEW STORM SEWER IKTERCEPTCR
A NATURAL AREA PARK

zCf

2

2

3

2

2

7

7

2

3

3

1

2

2

2

2
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29 APEX ANALYSIS AREAS

TOWNSHIP 1

Areas 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28

TOWNSHIP 2

Areas 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22 and 29

SUBURB

Areas 17, 18 and 19

CENTRAL CITY

Ward One: Areas 1, 2, 3, and 4

Ward Two: Areas 5, 6, 7 aad 8

Ward Three: Areas 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13
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